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1 .  Generul 
The Deep Space Network (DSN) is a precision com- 
munication system which is designed to communicate 
with, and permit control of, spacecraft designed for deep 
space exploration. The DSN consists of the Deep Space 
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), the Space Flight Oper- 
ations Facility (SFOF), and the DSN Ground Communi- 
cation System (GCS). 
The DSN is a NASA facility, managed by JPL through 
a contract between NASA and the California Institute of 
Technology. The Office of Tracking and Data Acquisition 
is the cognizant NASA office. 1 
temperature of 55OK, making it possible to receive sig- 
nificant data rates at distances as far as the planet Mars. 
To improve the data rate and distance capability, a 210-ft 
antenna is under construction at the Goldstone Mars sta- 
tion and two additional antennas of this size are planned 
for installation at overseas stations. 
The DSIF utilizes large antennas, low-noise phase-lock 
receiving systems, and high-power transmitters located at  
stations positioned around the Earth to track, command, 
and receive data from deep space probes. Overseas sta- 
tions are generally operated by personnel of the respective 
countries. The DSIF stations are: 
It is the policy of the DSN to continuously conduct 
research and development of new components and sys- 
tems and to engineer them into the DSN to maintain a 
state-of-the-art capability. 
The DSN has facilities for simultaneously controlling 
a ne\\ily launched spacecraft and a second one already 
in flight. IVithin a few months, it will be able to control 
simultaneously either two newly launched spacecraft plus 
two in flight or the operations of four spacecraft in flight 
at the same time. The DSIF is equipped with 85-ft an- 
tennas having gains of 53 db at 2300 Mc and a system 
I.D. 
No. Name Location 
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The SFOF is located in a three-story building at the 
let  Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, and 
utilizes operations control consoles, status and operations 
displays, computers, data processing equipment for analy- 
sis of spacecraft performance and space science experi- 
ments, and communication facilities to control space 
flight operations. This control is accomplished by gen- 
erating trajectories and orbits, and command and control 
data, from tracking and telemetry data received from the 
DSIF in near real-time. The SFOF also reduces the telem- 
etry, tracking, command and station performance data 
2 
recorded by the DSIF into engineering and scientific 
information for analysis and use by the scientific experi- 
menters and spacecraft engineers. 
The DSN Ground Communication System consists 
of voice, normal and high data rate teletype circuits 
provided by the NASA World-Wide Communications 
Network between each overseas station and the SFOF; 
teletype and voice circuits between the SFOF, Goldstone 
Stations, and Cape Kennedy; and a microwave link be- 
tween the SFOF and Goldstone, provided by the DSN. 
.L 
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II. DSN Technical Systems Design 
A new group has been formed to provide an overall 
DSN Systems Design discipline, including the develop- 
ment of interface control, DSN monitoring and data 
validation, design control, and data systems, and the 
anticipation of future requirements. Typical projects that 
will periodically be reported in future SPS publications 
are as follows: 
Direct command system 
DSN monitoring and monitoring area design 
DSN simulation 
DSN/DSIF monitor and control, Phase I 
SFOF systems design 
Ground communications systems design 
DSIF systems design 
A. DSN Monitoring System 
Introduction. This article introduces the DSN Moni- 
toring System, which is to be designed, developed, and 
installed in the DSN. This system is to provide monitoring 
at points along the data flow path within the DSN- 
namely, throughout the Deep Space Instrumentation 
Facility (DSIF) station, the Ground Communications 
System (GCS),  and the Space Flight Operations Facility 
(SFOF) to obtain a measure of the performance of the 
DSN in real-time or near real-time. 
DSN monitoring system objectives. The objectives of 
the DSN Monitoring System are to provide: 
Performance and failure data to appropriate per- 
sonnel in real or near real-time for information 
purposes and to aid in the taking of remedial action. 
A data-monitoring function. 
The above performance and data-monitoring func- 
tions to aid in validation of the output data. 
A permanent record of performance and data mon- 
itoring. 
DSN monitoring system status. Efforts to date have 
established the functional specifications for the DSN 
Monitoring System. These functional specifications are 
now being reviewed and updated. A “DSN Monitor and 
Control System - Phase 1” project has been established 
by the DSN and the project organization and assignments 
have been announced. 
3 
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Future developments. The immediate task is to com- 
plete the design, development, installation, and checkout 
of the DSN Monitoring System for support of the Sur- 
ceyor and Lunar Orbiter flight projects. This is scheduled 
for completion in the Spring of 1967. 
B. DSN Monitor Area 
Introduction. A new project has been initiated by the 
DSN to provide a DSN Monitor Area within the SFOF. 
The DSN hlonitor Area (Fig. l), which functionally is a 
part of the overall DSN Monitoring System described 
on p. 3, is the primary using subsystem of the monitor- 
ing information sensed, processed, and provided by the 
DSN Monitoring System. As such, i t  is a mission- 
independent, highly reliable, on-line facility located in 
the SFOF where selected outputs from the DSN Moni- 
toring System, and from SFOF subsystems, will be 
displayed to aid in the validation of the DSN output 
data. The monitor area will house two DSN Monitor and 
Analysis teams with certain input/output and display 
equipment. 
Subsystem Objectives. As the primary user of data 
output by the DSN Monitoring System, the Monitor Area 
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Fig. 1. DSN Monitor Area information flow and control element interfaces 
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must directly contribute to the objectives specified for 
the DSN Monitoring System. These contributions are 
realized by providing: 
(1) Recommendations for action to the DSN Opera- 
tions Control Chief and the flight project resulting 
from analysis of nonstandard DSN performance. 
(2) Validation of DSN data in real-time or near real- 
time. 
(3) DSN management with visibility into the status of 
the DSN elements and available alternatives. 
(4) Displays of DSN and project status for Public In- 
formation Office purposes (as a by-product). 
(5 )  A permanent record of system performance meas- 
urements for future system analysis. 
Subsystem Design. The DSN Monitor Area, in order to 
support the mission-independent Monitor and Analysis 
team, will provide the following: 
I 
(1) A display of DSN hardware system performance 
and status for monitoring. 
(2) A display of selected data system outputs for data 
validation and monitoring. 
(3) Displays of DSN systems performance and status 
for management and PIO. 
(4) Special and general-purpose hardware to drive 
these displays. 
( 5 )  Reliable and timely status and performance infor- 
mation from the DSIF, GCS, and SFOF Monitor- 
ing Systems, processed by the SFOF DPS to provide 
the information for the displays specified above. 
(6) A backup mode of operation for continuing to 
monitor DSN operations while the SFOF DPS is 
down. 
(7) The 14onitor and Analysis team. 
Subsystem Capacity. The subsystem will have suffi- 
cient capacity to support simultaneously two missions, 
lvith two stations per mission, It is scheduled for imple- 
mentation by January 1967. 
Subsystem Status. The Requirements and Objectives 
Doculnent, DSS R&O 65-100, is now under review, and 
a functional specification for the SFOF displays and dis- 
play buffer is being prepared. A team to produce an 
operational design leading toward a functional specifica- 
tion for the DSN Monitor Area has been formed. 
C. Communications Theory Model 
of the DSN Ground Com- 
munications System 
The DSN Ground Communications System is a large, 
complex serial-parallel array of equipment which is 
intended to perform many functions. Because of the cost 
of the system and the cost of preparing the input upon 
which it acts, it is desirable to understand its functions, 
and to maintain its performance within specifiable limits. 
A model of the system should enable the model user to 
approximate functional relationships within a system, so 
that the relationships between input-output transforma- 
tions and system parameters can be predicted and 
manipulated. 
In general terms, the DSN ground communications 
system is a set of data-transmission links which transfer 
information from the DSIF receivers to the users in the 
mission control/operations/analysis areas. This definition 
provides the basis for a “communications theory” model 
of the DSN, the functions and limitations of which should 
become clear in the course of its development. There are 
terms in the definition which can be defined at present only 
in an intuitive sense. For example, a “data-transmission 
link,” in its widest sense, portrays a single, contiguous 
circuit of the electronic equipment, its operators, the 
physical phenomena (or a phenomenological representa- 
tion of them) which affect the behavior of the equipment, 
etc., at some point or interval of time. Data will not be 
limited at the outset, but can be thought of as any of 
several electrical outputs of the receivers at the DSIF. 
It is necessary to specify data only in the modeling of 
specific problems. 
The source to the system is one or more spacecraft, or 
a simulation of spacecraft. However, for the purpose of 
the ground communications system, it is often more con- 
venient to view the DSIF receiver system as the source. 
It is assumed that the experimenter, or other user, is 
already aware of the spacecraft information limitations; 
it is the purpose of a ground communications model to 
provide an understanding and evaluation of the data 
transfer capabilities of the ground system. Therefore, one 
5 
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of the useful results of such a model will be the relation 
of the effect of the system upon data to the final pro- 
cessed accuracy of the data. 
The development of the model has proceeded along the 
following lines. It is assumed that the system can be 
represented as series-parallel network of functional ele- 
ments (a block diagram). Then, there will be a general 
functional block, which is a set, acting upon input to give 
output, whose elements are: 
(1) A transformation or transfer function, which trans- 
forms the input function to the output function. 
(2) A further “noise” transformation, which often pos- 
sesses special properties, such as being additive 
to (l), and having a specified, stationary distri- 
bution, etc. 
(3) Storage capacity, service times, and waiting times 
(communication network, or “queue” parameters). 
(4) Information rates, or throughput capacity. 
These elements are not necessarily independent, but 
allow sufficient versatility that all blocks in the reprc- 
sentation can be replaced by a general block. Such a 
representation permits modular modification of any par- 
ticular model. 
The system models constructed from communication 
blocks should allow the study of: (1) system adequacy 
and capability with respect to any set of specifications 
on information rate, information accuracy, two-way capa- 
bilities, etc., (2) cost versus capability and effectiveness 
tradeoffs; Le., operational analysis, (3) planning and 
establishing communication parameter boundaries on 
design requirements for future support requirements. 
The model should allow the user to appraise, in a 
quantitative manner, the bounds on accuracy of data 
which is transferred through a particular system. It 
should also provide a basis for the design of codes which 
will optimally combat the system noise within operational 
constraints. 
As a part of the DSN GCS model development, a 
general error model for errors in digital data is being 
developed, which can be used in conjunction with the 
system model, or separately from it, to simulate the effect 
of a system which introduces error into the digital data. 
This model is general enough to be representative of 
systems which exhibit correlated noise, and can be used 
to study the effectiveness of particular coding schemes. 
D. DSN Administrative System 
Design: DSIF Chart Room 
Introduction. Management of the multitudinous tasks 
of engineering and operation for the vast DSIF network- 
wide activities requires the generation and use of many 
diverse kinds of information. One of the tools used for 
accomplishing a systematic integration of the total data 
reservoir is the DSIF chart room. It was activated in 
May 1965. This report describes the background, objec- 
tive, and current functions of this chart room. In addi- 
tion, some graphic methodology for presentation of 
planning and scheduling data is briefly describted. 
Background. The planning and scheduling formats for 
the DSIF were previously prepared solely by manual 
efforts. Large vellum sheets were used to depict the 
information. With the rapid expansion of DSIF activities, 
this manual method of graphic presentation became cum- 
bersome, costly, and time-consuming. It precluded a 
maximum informational transmittal in the minimum time 
to the widely dispersed activities of the DSIF. The pre- 
vious facilities of the DSIF project information center 
were very inadequate to serve as a chart room where 
displays of information could have been made available 
for study. 
Objectives. The establishment of the new DSIF chart 
room dictated that an improved management information 
system be implemented. This system would be based 
upon four principal objectives: 
(1) To implement and establish a control center, a s  a 
focal point for coordination of all engineering and 
operation information of all DSIF stations. 
(2) To develop effective means and methods of data 
programming for planning and scheduling of the 
DSIF activities. 
( 3 )  To develop communications to provide timely 
status on all DSIF stations and a system for quick 
response to problem action items of scheduling 
for the network. 
(4) To implement and establish a focal point for trans- 
mitting expeditiously scheduling data whcn per- 
formance, planning or other requirements have 
been changed. 
Graphic presentation is accomplished by paste-up strips 
of data prodllced by a photo-composing machine. This 
macllincs sets copy On photosensitive %-mm film or opaque 
6 
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paper, and delivers finished prints in about 90 sec. Photo- 
graphs are made of the finished wall displays for quick 
reproduction. 
The criteria for evaluation of the above graphic pres- 
entation models were based upon these factors: 
(1) The types of formats that have facilitated the 
comprehension of scheduling data by all users. 
(2) The type of formats that have assisted in a more 
penetrating analysis of the information displayed. 
(3) The type of format that has provided added interest 
in the information and thereby has been readily 
used by the recipients. 
Current functions. Updating procedures have been pro- 
mulgated for the acquisition of information on a systematic 
level of managerial discrimination of the data. The chart 
room functions primarily as a working area in which this 
information is received from various levels; it is reviewed, 
analyzed, and posted on either of two wall types of dis- 
plays. A large display panel, 5 X 8 ft, depicts the initial 
implementation phase of a DSIF station. Other smaller 
panels, 30 X 40 in., indicate the overseas activities of 
DSIF stations. Fig. 2 depicts the present layout. The 
large wall-size panel, 5 X 8 ft, can be seen on the right 
side of the picture. The smaller plexiglass displays are 
shown on the left side. The room also serves as a man- 
agerial conference area for planning and scheduling dis- 
cussions. 
Fig. 2. DSIF chart room 
E. DSN Utilization Scheduling, 
Administrative Systems 
Design 
Administrative systems designs have been completed 
for three complimentary utilization scheduling systems. 
These systems provide the vehicle for coordinating the 
various flight projects and internal DSN requests for use 
of DSN facilities and the means for disseminating the 
integrated plan to all concerned. 
I .  IO-Day Scheduling Sysfem 
A new concept for scheduling the immediate activities 
of the DSN was developed which could replace the 
present 10-day DSN schedule. I t  produces a master dis- 
play for real-time operation and rescheduling during any 
portion of the 10-day period, printed copies of the 
schedule for distribution and semiautomatic teletype 
transmission to distant stations. 
The schedule is composed of specially formatted re- 
quest cards arranged chronologically in special holders 
to form a complete schedule. Separate holders are pro- 
vided for the SFOF, GCS, and each DSIF station. When 
mounted side by side, a complete DSN-wide schedule 
results. 
The schedule cards display the key data along the 
upper edge with indications of the items and time 
required. The time is indicated numerically for high 
resolution and pictorially for quick visual analysis. 
This system was developed for manual operation with 
conversion to an equivalent computer-operated system, 
being a simple transition with minimal changes in the 
request cards and principles of operation. 
2. Defailed 72-wk Scheduling Sysfem 
A new system has been developed for 12-wk scheduling 
which will allow detailed analysis of the various users 
requirements. It considers each individual activity sepa- 
rately, rather than just the weekly total for each project. 
A complete schedule is produced which indicates, by 
project grouping, each individual test or operational 
activity, its duration and the items required. Project sub- 
totals are indicated as are the weekly totals. A comparison 
is made with the specified operational times of each item 
and open time as well as the excessive requirements are 
calculated. 
7 
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The system is based upon machine processing of the 
individual request and automatic calculation of the var- 
ious arithmetic operations. The system is also designed 
in such a manner that initial operation may be imple- 
mented on a manual basis, with gradual transition to 
computer operation. 
3. 16-mo Scheduling System 
A l6-mo scheduling system has been developed for 
long-range utilization scheduling. This system, which is 
ready for immediate implementation, is patterned after 
the current 12-wk scheduling system. It  is based upon 
total project requirements per calendar month, and covers 
only the major items of the SFOF and DSIF st a t '  ions. 
The schedule is based on daily periods per month, 
except in the case of the SFOF data-processing system, 
which uses total hours per month. The schedule covers 
the 16 mo beyond the time interval covered by the 19-wk 
schedule and is in four 4-mo sections. I t  is revised and 
reissued on an 8-wk cycle. 
8 
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111. Tracking Stations Engineering and Operations 
A. Goldstone Operations 
The Mariner IV mission termination was recorded by 
the Echo Station at 23:05:07 GMT, October 1, 1965, as a 
result of a command transmitted by the Venus Station’s 
100-kw transmitter at 22:30:17 GMT on the same day. 
A month earlier, the Pioneer Station left the Mariner 
mission to prepare for the Surceyor Project. With the 
termination of the Mariner program, the Echo Station 
began preparing for the Pioneer space probe and the 
Lunar Orbiter Project. 
I .  Muriner IV Project 
a. Echo Station. The second turn-on of the Mariner IV 
TV equipment (SPS  37-35, Vol. 111, p. 14) was accom- 
plished using the Echo Station 10-kw transmitter. From 
that point until the mission termination, the tracking was 
relatively routine. Several experiments were conducted, 
using the spacecraft received signals as a reference. A 
signal-to-noise estimator series of tests was conducted 
until the termination. Also, a diversity receiver test was 
performed using the coordinated facilities of the Echo, 
Pioneer, and Venus Stations. 
During the final portion of the Mariner tracking only 
minor equipment troubles were encountered. Because of 
a malfunction in the Echo Station maser cryogenic assem- 
bly and the resulting necessary maser cooldown time, the 
Venus Station operated in the receive mode with the Echo 
Station recording the telemetry for one day during the 
final month. 
b. Venus Station. Command transmission to the space- 
craft remained the prime function of the Venus Station 
until termination of the Mariner IV mission. During the 
final two weeks, the Echo Station 10-kw transmitter was 
able to establish two-way lock with the spacecraft, but 
had insufficient power to lock up the command loop. 
A t  a distance of 192, million miles from the Earth, the 
full capabilities of the Venus Station 100-kw transmitter 
to command the spacecraft were used. At the time the 
final command was transmitted, the round-trip time for a 
signal to reach the spacecraft and return to Earth was 
35 min. 
2. Pioneer Project 
Installation and testing of the Pioneer Project mission- 
dependent equipment began in April 1965 ( S P S  37-33, 
9 
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VOl. 111, pp. 7-9; SPS  37-34, Vol. 111, p. 5; S P S  37-35, VOl. 
111, p. 15). During the final weeks of the Mariwr IV 
tracking at Echo, interface and operational testing was 
performed between the end of the station posttracking 
calibrations and the start of the next day's tracking 
countdown. These tests included a series of spacecraft 
orientations between the Echo Station ground equipment 
and a Pioneer Project spacecraft test model. The Pioneer 
Project test model is mounted on the end of an 8-ft 
boom, to the north of the Echo Station collimation tower 
reflector antenna (Fig. 1). The boom is mounted on an 
intervalometer sequencer having a minimum stepping of 
1 deg, allowing for simulated postlaunch orientation of 
the spacecraft for ground control determination. 
Ames NASA personnel were on hand at the termination 
of the Mariner mission to assist the station personnel in 
preparing the S-band system final interfaces with the 
Pioneer Project mission-dependent equipment; final inter- 
face and integration testing began immediately following 
the posttracking calibrations. Mariner mission-dependent 
equipment, including the ground command read-write- 
verify, was removed and shipped, and the Echo Station 
was readied for a full Pioneer Project configuration and 
final tests. These tests included subsystem tests, daily 
and Type I1 orientation tests, and Type I1 orientation 
emergency mode tests. 
3. Surveyor Project 
Testing with the Surveyor T-21 test model was com- 
pleted on October 8, and the spacecraft was removed 
from Goldstone on October 12. The tests were continua- 
tions of the earlier tests ( S P S  37-35, Vol. 111, p. 15) and 
included crew training, system compatibility, and major 
subsystem tests. 
Tests of the spacecraft horizontal camera were per- 
formed and good 200-line pictures were recorded by the 
ground equipment at the Pioneer Station. With the de- 
parture of the T-21 test model, Hughes Aircraft Co. and 
Pioneer Station personnel continued interface and sub- 
system tests. Preparations for later scheduled DSIF-SFOF 
net integration tests are in progress. 
4. Lunar Orbiter 
Boeing operations personnel arrived at the Echo Station 
in September and began preparations for the arrival of 
the Lunar Orbiter equipment, The two rooms formerly 
used for the Ranger ground equipment were modified 
to include humidity control and an access to the new 
Fig. 1.  Pioneer spacecraft test model mounted on 
Echo collimation tower 
S-band wing basement .for equipment interfacing with 
the DSIF S-band system. Two former offices were rebuilt 
into three separate dark rooms, complete with an extensive 
drainage system (Fig. 2). Lunar Orbiter mission film will 
be processed here prior to leaving the station. 
The major racks of the Lunar Orbiter ground equip- 
ment arrived at Goldstone on October 11 and were 
delivered to the Echo Station control building. Installation 
of the equipment was started and is currently in progress 
(Figs. 3 and 4). Concurrent with equipment installation, 
Lunar Orbiter computer programs are receiving prelimi- 
nary operational tests using the S-band digital instru- 
mentation subsystem. 
5. Pioneer Station Testing 
While preparing for the Surveyor mission, the Pioneer 
Station continued to be the overseas staging center for 
initial testing of S-band equipment and systems. The 
Ascension Island equipment was shipped to the island in 
mid-September. Supplementing the regular complement 
a t  Ascension Island, experienced subsystem personnel 
1 0  
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Fig. 2. Lunar Orbiter dark room 
Fig. 3. Lunar Orbiter video-associated equipment 
and command and telemetry electronics 
Fig. 4. Lunar Orbiter video ground reconstruction 
electronics 
from Goldstone arrived at Ascension Island in October to 
assist in the installation and operational testing. 
Equipment for the Madrid DSIF-62 Station and the 
MSFN backup system are currently being assembled. 
Located in the MSFN Annex building, the major portions 
of the DSIF-62 analog instrumentation subsystem have 
arrived and are being placed for testing. The digital 
instrumentation subsystem for the MSFN backup system 
has arrived and is being installed in the west wing of 
the control building. 
6. DSIF-74 Mars Station 
The subsystem components of the S-band system con- 
tinue to arrive and are being stored at the Echo Station, 
awaiting installation at the Mars Station. The digital 
instrumentation subsystem, however, has already been 
installed at the Mars Station and installation operational 
testing is in progress. The station control and monitor 
console and the frequency timing subsystems have also 
been installed. However, testing of these subsystems is 
scheduled for a later date. 
Station operations personnel are continuing the Rohr- 
sponsored classes on the operation and maintenance of 
the antenna servohydraulics drive subsystem. Spare 
equipment and spare parts are being ordered and are 
catalogued for storage as they arrive at Goldstone. Assist- 
ance is being given to assembly and testing of the master 
equatorial drive system. 
1 1  
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Two 14 X 36-ft extensions are being added to the 
Generator building (Fig. 5). The new extensions will be 
used to provide accommodations for additional power 
equipment to be installed in the 210-ft antenna, Fig. 6 
shows the 210-ft antenna in the near completion stage. 
Fig. 5. Mars generator building 
extensions 
Fig. 6. 210-ft antenna in near 
completion stage 
B. Real-Time Computation, 
Plotting, and Transmission 
of Mariner IV Occultation 
Data 
As a part of the Mariner IV Project, three computer 
programs were written for computing, plotting, and trans- 
mitting data related to occultation of the Mariner IV 
spacecraft. Two of these computer programs were written 
for the Digital Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS) (Fig. 7) 
at the Pioneer Station of the Deep Space Instrumentation 
Facility (DSIF), and one was written for the SDS 930 
computer at the Echo Station. 
The programs written for the Pioneer Station provided 
for real-time computation of doppler residuals and inte- 
grated doppler phase change, from 15 min before to 
15 min after occultation of the hlnriner IV spacecraft. 
The program written for the Echo Station was used by the 
SDS 930 computer for reading the TTY information and 
plotting the data on the Benson-Lehner Plotter, for dis- 
play via closed-circuit TV at JPL. 
The programs written for the Pioneer Station also 
provided for data conversion and teletype transmittal at 
100 wpm to the Systems Data Analysis (SDS) Group at 
the DSIF Station and to the JPL Space Flight Operations 
Facility (SFOF) at JPL, for real-time plotting and analysis. 
The three programs may also be used for other spacecraft 
mission operations. 
The following equipment was used in occultation com- 
(1) Digital instrumentation subsystem (Fig. 7), consist- 
ing of the following: SDS 910/920 digital computer, 
two magnetic tape units, communication buffer, 
line printer, Moseley plotter, and card reader. 
(2) Teletype, 100 wpm communication equipment, to 
(3) SDS 930 digital computer and Benson-Lehner Plot- 
(4) IBM 7044 digital computer and plotter located at 
putations and resultant data processing: 
transmit data to SFOF. 
ter located at the DSIF Echo Station. 
the SFOF. 
The purpose of the first program at the Pioneer Station 
is to read incoming teletype doppler predictions generated 
at JPL by the orbit determination (OD) group, to inter- 
polate these data to 1-sec doppler predictions, and to 
write the data so obtained on magnetic tape. The purpose 
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Fig. 7. Digital instrumentation system (DIS), Pioneer Station 
of the second program is to gather raw doppler data from 
the tracking data handling (TDH) subsystem of the 
Pioneer Station and compare this data with the doppler 
predicts. The required outputs are then computed for 
output to the line printer, Moseley plotter, and teletype 
lines (TTY). The computer program written for the Echo 
Station enables the SDS 930 computer to read the TTY 
information and plot the data on the Benson-Lehner 
Plotter. This plotted information is, in turn, displayed via 
closed-circuit TV at  JPL. 
The first program to be executed by the DIS during 
an occultation experiment is the Doppler Predictions 
Interpolation (Fig. 8). This program takes the 5-min 
doppler predictions directly from the TTY tape, inter- 
polates them to 1-sec doppler predictions, and writes 
the predictions on magnetic tape. Modification of the 
SDS 920 paper tape reader was required to enable the 
computer to read the teletype tape. Two safety features 
are incorporated into the subroutine to save time in 
reclaiming bad teletype images. One of these features is 
the added capability to type in any combination of the 
first five teletype images, the number required for 
properly initiating the interpolation program. This fea- 
ture provides a breakpoint setting, allowing the operator 
to type in the correct image if a teletype image is bad. 
Another safety is a negative time check. If the time is 
interpreted as negative for some reason, the program 
ignores the time and passes control to the typewriter 
for entering the correct time value. 
 REWIND TAPE 4 
READ INTERPOLATION 
PARAMETERS 
t 
CALL READTT* 
TABLE FULL ? 
P 
AND PRINT IF SENSE 
SWITCH 3 SET 
ti = t ; + D T  
CALL PRED 
REWIND TAPE 4 
CALL READTT* 
The control statements for the Predict Interpolation 
Program (Figs. 8, 9, and 10) are entered on the typewriter 
(start-time of predicts, end-time of predicts, predict-time 
interval, desired predict interval, number N of points for 
“READ TELETYPE TAPE 
’& =END OF PREDICTION REQUEST 
Fig. 8. Prediction interpolation program flow chart 
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INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE 
INTERP 0 
F I T  SECOND-DEGREE 
POLYNOMIAL TO 
INTERPOLATION TABLE 
f', RETURN 
u 
OPEN-LOOP PREDICTION SUBROUTINE 
__ -L 
("-ACCEPT INPUTT 
FREQUENCY TABLE 
COMPUTE OPEN I LOOP D, AN0 4 
_. 
COMPUTE CLOSE0 
LOOP RECEIVER 
PREDICTIONS 
PRINT TIME, 
OPEN LOOP AND 
CLOSED LOOP 
PREDICTIONS 
A RETURN 
W 
Fig. 9. Interpolation subroutine 
flow chart 
interval, degree of poIynomia1). The first N points are 
read in from the paper tape reader. The program does 
its interpolation as close to the center of the polynomial 
fit as possible. The desired 1-sec predictions are written 
in binary on magnetic tape with the following format 
READTT 
RETURN 
CONVERT TTY CODE 
TO SDS CODE 
AND FORM WORDS 
RETURN 
TO MAIN 
PROGRAM 
Fig. 10. Teletype tape-read 
subroutine flow chart 
(time in seconds, one-way doppler, two-way doppler). 
Another feature of the program is its capability to cal- 
culate and list predicted receiver frequencies to be used 
by the R F  Techniques Group for the open loop receivers 
at Pioneer and Echo Stations. 
The standard DSIF predictions generated in the SFOF 
were converted to open-loop one-way and two-way ( F ,  
and F 2 )  receiver frequencies per the following equations: 
+ F,? + 125.0 10G - D, - (50 x loG) 96 221 F ,  = 
where 
D, = the predicted one-way biased doppler for 
the closed-loop receiver 
14 
START 
LOCATION 
COMPUTATION 
OF 
RESIDUALS 
Y 
SET TAPES 
AT BEGINNING 
PREPARE FOR 
READ AND WRITE i 
READY yL 
n I ( SECONDARY SiZ,"T ) 1- 
HEADING CLEARS 
STORAGE 
LOCATION 
BEGIN Q 
INTERRUPT I2 
TDH DHTA 
TO MEMORY 
FIXED POINT 
FIRST 
(-q LOCATION 
I 
SUM OF 
RESIDUALS 
I 
SECOND RETURN 
TO 371 
RESET 
OTHER SWITCH 
f i  
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Q OTHER Q 
BUILD N REMOVE M 
COMPUTE M COMPUTE 
ARES I 
BRES I 
SWITCH 
PRINT Ja 
CONTTY a 
a TELETYPE CONVERSION 
SUBROUT I NE 
CONTTY ? 
O N 0  EVERY 
CONTTY OTHER SAMPLE 
]YES 
OUTPUT WORDS 
INTO TABLE OF 
ONE CHARACTER 
WORDS 
I 
I 
CORRESPONDING 
T T Y  NO. 
INTO 
OUTPUT TABLE 
ARM 
INTERRUPT I 5  
OUTPUT DATA 
TO T T Y  
T 0 CONTTY 
Fig. 1 1 .  Real-time occultation program flow chart 
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D, = the predicted two-way biased doppler for 
the closed-loop receiver 
FR = the closed-loop receiver reference fre- 
quency used for the one-way closed-loop 
predictions 
FT = the predicted transmitter frequency for 
two-way closed-loop doppler 
lo6 = the 1-Mc doppler bias 
50 X lo6 = the50-McIF 
125.0 = an empirically determined constant for 
the open-loop receiver 
The closed-loop doppler occultation predictions were 
then interpolated to 1-sec intervals as follows: 
Dij = Aaj + Alj ti + A2j t: 
Where ti is the interpolation time and Aaj, Alj, and A2j are 
coefficients determined by a second-degree, least square 
curve fit to five predicted doppler samples centered about 
ti. Di is the interpolated doppler at time ti ( i  = 1 for one- 
way doppler, ! = 2 for two-way doppler). 
The occultation program (Fig. 11) is a real-time 
interrupt-dependent program; or, in other words the pro- 
gram depends upon interrupts for its execution. The TDH 
data is gathered by the program and compared with the 
doppler predictions. The program searches the magnetic 
tape for current predictions, compares the observed dop- 
pler (converted to cycles per second) with the predicted, 
writes the residuals on magnetic tape, transmits the re- 
siduals to the line printer, plots the residuals on the 
Moseley Plotter. Time (GMT) and scaled doppler resid- 
uals are then transmitted over high-speed teletype lines. 
All functions and computations of the program require 
1.8 sec of time. All eight sense switches are used to con- 
trol output subroutines and certain internal computations. 
The real-time occultation program (Fig. 11) makes use 
of quite a number of specially written subroutines and 
SDS programmed operators. Programmed operators per- 
mit the calling of subroutines with a single instruction of 
the same form as machine instructions. The computer 
uses Locations 100 to 177 to uniquely transfer to the sub- 
routines. The computer records the return address at 
location zero so that program continuity is maintained. 
The SDS programmed operators used are the double 
precision fixed point arithmetic package (XDPA), the 
binary-to-decimal double-precision fixed-point package 
(BDD), the binary-to-decimal single-precision fixed-point 
package (BID), and decimal-to-binary single-precision 
fixed package (DIB). Three special subroutines (Fig. 11) 
are the four-bit decimal word to the six-bit decimal word, 
the six-bit decimal word to the five-bit decimal teletype 
word, and the four-bit decimal word to binary. The sense 
switches are utilized by the program in such a manner 
that all the peripheral equipment and some of the com- 
putations can be called manually while the program is 
in the operating mode. 
The desired 1-sec sample rate presents a problem of 
timing. The computer is fully able to perform all func- 
tions required within the interval of 1 sec, but the high- 
speed teletype lines require 1.8 sec to transmit each set 
of required data for plotting. (Fig. 12 illustrates the 
TTY paper tape output and predict formats.) In order 
to transmit as much information as possible, only every 
other data sample result is sent on the teletype line 
during real-time. The raw data and the analysis for each 
data sample are stored on magnetic tape and printed on 
the line printer (Fig. 13). After the real-time run, all or 
any portion of the analysis can be sent over the high- 
speed communications system to expand any desired part 
of the real-time plotted data. 
The program at real-time is dependent on interrupts 
for its execution. One magnetic tape contains the pre- 
dicted 1-sec doppler. If the interrupt system delivers good 
data, as determined from the data condition code, from 
the TDH subsystem the program computes both the 
doppler residual and integrated doppler. The program 
does its computations as follows: 
Present doppler count (DOPP) 
- Last doppler count (DOPI) 
(Doppler multiplier) (time interval) 
Observed doppler 
(DOPPL) = 
The predicted doppler (PREDO) is read from mag- 
netic tape. If bad data condition is observed, the program 
automatically reinitializes and waits for the next inter- 
rupt. Good data condition code allows the program to 
continue. Under this condition: 
DOPPL - PREDO = Residual (RESID) 
With Sense Switches 6 and 7 set, the program computes 
the following: 
ARES = (RESID + BIAS,) (SCALE,) 
BRES =  RESID + BIAS, (SCALE,). ( ,  ) 
ARES and BRES are teletype outputs (Figs. 8, 9, and 
10). BIAS,, BIAS,, SCALE,, and SCALE, are scale fac- 
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( a )  PUNCHED TELETYPE TAPE, OUTPUT FORMAT 
I .  
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7.  
8 .  
9. 
CARRIAGE RETURN 
CARRIAGE RETURN 
L INE FEED 
FIGURES 
TENS OF HOURS 
UNITS OF HOURS 
TENS O F  MINUTES 
UNITS OF MINUTES 
TENS OF SECONDS 
IO .  
I I .  
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
UNITS OF SECONDS 
THOUSANDS OF RESIDUAL (ARES) 
HUNDREDS OF RESIDUAL 
TENS OF RESIDUAL 
UNITS OF RESIDUAL 
THOUSANDS OF RESIDUAL (BRES) 
HUNDREDS OF RESIDUAL 
TENS RESIDUAL 
UNITS OF RESIDUAL 
( b )  PUNCHED TELETYPE TAPE , PREDICT FORMAT 
I. GMT (hr, min, sec) 
2. LOCAL HOUR ANGLE 
3. DECLINATION ANGLE 
4. ONE-WAY DOPPLER 
5. TWO-WAY DOPPLER 
6. RANGE 
7. PREDICTION IDENTIFIER 
AND DAY OF YEAR 
Fig. 12. Tape punching, output and predict formats 
tors for plotting, and N (the number of residuals) is 
stored for computing: 
MEAN (hi) = 1 ' RESID, where N = 1,2,3; . .  
N T  
When Sense Switch 6 is reset, the mean is removed from 
the residuals, to provide 
C RESID - hi 
Y 
D = C C  
1 
ARES = (C - BIAS,) (SCALE,) 
BRES ( D  - BIAS,) (SCALE,). 
This program also has the capability of storing each 
residual sample in memory in such a manner that all the 
computations can be done in a reverse-time sequence, if 
desired. This capability is particularly needed for post- 
occultation. The program results are written on magnetic 
tape and printed on the line printer (Fig. 13). The plot 
subroutine uses the Moseley Plotter to plot the residuals 
at the DSIF station, as illustrated in Fig. 14. 
The program is physically contained on punched green 
Alylar tiipe. This program tape is read into the memory 
of the SDS 9.30 by the standard fill procedure. Once the 
program is in memory, it can be initializcd by three 
modcs, primary, secondary, and tertiary. The primary 
mode clears particular storage areas, tests for the proper 
configuration and rewinds the Alpha and Beta magnetic 
tapes, prints the headings and arms the interrupt. The 
secondary mode prints the heading, clears storage areas, 
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MAR I NER 
DAY T I M E  C U N D I T I U N  
MARS U C C U L T A T I 8 N  EXPERIMENT JULY 14,1965 
UES. DBPPLER P R E D I C T  DUPPLER R E S I D U A L S  
Fig. 13. Raw data and data analysis sample printout 
and arms the interrupts. The tertiary mode arms the 
interrupts. These three initializing modes are for pur- 
poses of either determining a new mean, subtracting a 
previously determined mean, or for not rewinding the 
predict tape. 
The interrupt system brings the day number, time, 
data condition code, and raw doppler count to the com- 
puter via TDH and sends the time (GMT), residuals, and 
integrated doppler to the high-speed teletype lines (Fig. 
12). The I12 interrupt controlled by the TDH subsystem 
delivers the raw data. The IS interrupt controls the tele- 
type output from the computer. The program may also 
sample analog data up to 100 times/sec with the I6 
interrupt. 
The computations are made only when good data con- 
dition has been received. The data condition code is a 
four-character numeric word. The characters must indi- 
cate the following conditions: 
(1) Doppler average time as nondestructive 
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Fig. 14. Plot of residuals at DSlF station 
(2) Receiver and servo data condition as good doppler 
and angle data or as good doppler and bad angle 
data 
(3) Doppler mode as one-way ( C , )  or two-way (C,) or 
two-way, two-station noncoherent (C, )  
(4) Atomic frequency standard in lock. 
The program during the occultation period can be 
readied for the playback of selected l-sec samples by 
setting a sense switch. The program then halts until the 
experimenter is ready for the requested playback. The 
playback occurs during occultation. After the generation 
of post-occultation predicts, the computer memory is 
cleared. The program is loaded again and started; bad 
20 
condition code is received until the moment of receiver 
lockup (emersion). The residuals are stored in memory, 
beginning with the moment of emersion. After about 
15 min the program may be stopped by setting a sense 
switch, and the computer readied for working the com- 
putations in the reverse time sequence or, in other words, 
computing backward to occultation exit. 
The purpose of the 930 Occultation Plot Program is 
to plot doppler residuals on the Benson-Lehner Point 
Plotter located at the Echo Station computer facility, as 
shown in Fig. 15. This plot is then displayed via closed- 
circuit TV in the SFOF for rapid interpretation of the 
results. 
The equipment required to perform this operation in- 
cludes the following: 
(1) SDS 930 digital computer 
( 2 )  Benson-Lehner Model K point plotter 
(3) Closed circuit TV equipment 
(4) 100-wpm TTY page printer and reperforator 
(5)  TTY to SDS 930 interface electronics 
The computer program generated to perform this func- 
tion is fairly simple and straightforward. Since the input 
data (Fig. 12) is already scaled from 0 to 9999, the pro- 
gram merely has to convert from Baudot Code to for- 
matted BCD for output to the plotter (Fig. 14). The 
x value is scaled from GMT values with the first GMT 
being set as x0. Successive GMT’s are differenced with 
x,) and multiplied by an appropriate scale factor. The 
basic flow chart for this program is illustrated in Fig. 15. 
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930 MAINLINE PROGRAM TTY INTERRUPT SUBROUTINE 
I NlTlALlZE 
INTERRUPT 
SYSTEM 
YES 
PRINT TTY 
IMAGE 
CONVERT TIME 
TO BINARY 
- 
FIRST NO 
TIME? 
YES 
SET 
Xo = TIME 
X = TIME - Xo 
FORMAT DOPP I 
FORMAT DOPP 2 
FOR PLOTTER 
PLOT DATA 
RESET COMPUTE 
FLAG 
INPUT TTY 
CHARACTER 
CARRIAGE 
RETURN ? 
NO 
Fig. 15. 930 Mainline program and TTY interrupt subroutine flow chart 
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IV. Communications Engineering Development 
A. S-Band Implementation 
for DSIF 
7 .  DSIF Microwave Switch Control Assembly 
Six microwave switch control assemblies for the DSIF 
S-band system have been installed and are presently 
fully operational. They are located at DSIF Stations 11, 
12, 41, 42, 51, and 61. Two more assemblies have been 
delivered and are awaiting installation at DSIF 14 and 
62. The design of the assembly is discussed in S P S  37-25, 
Vol. 111, pp. 53-57. Some of the operating stations were 
used as prime and the others as backup for the Mariner IV 
mission. No microwave switch-control assembly failures 
have been reported. Operation during Mariner IV track- 
ing indicated no performance deficiencies. 
All documentation is now complete with the exception 
of the Operating and Maintenance Manual and the Test 
Procedure. These documents have been released for final 
publication and are due for distribution by December 1, 
1965. All spares were delivered before April 1965. These 
spares are complete operating modules and include for 
each station: one switching and interlock logic, one rack 
control panel, four switch controllers, one mode control 
panel, and one interface connection panel. 
2. Acquisition Aid for the Ascension Island 
Station lDSlF 72! 
a. Performance. The acquisition aid monopulse an- 
tenna (Fig. 1) has been completed and tested at the JPL Fig. 1 .  Acquisition aid monopulse antenna 
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Mesa Antenna Range facility. Sum and error channel 
patterns are shown in Figs. 2 through 4. The right-hand 
circular polarization (RCP) sum channel beamwidth is 
16.5 deg at the half-power points. Ellipticity is less than 
0.4 db on axis at 2295 hlc and less than 1.8 db from 2270 
to 2320 Mc. Linear Polarization (LP) patterns made over 
the band from 2270 to 2320 Mc show that good perform- 
ance in both the sum and error channels (Figs. 5 and 6) 
is achieved. If the requirement arose, improved perform- 
ance for the 2270 to 2300 Mc band could be easily ob- 
tained by redesigning the polarizer section for 2285-Mc 
center frequency instead of the 2295 +5 Mc band now 
used. The bridge and remaining coaxial system is, to a 
large extent, frequency-insensitive. 
The RCP error channel peaks are separated approxi- 
mately 22% deg with typical null depths greater than 
38 db. The boresight null depth and null position vary 
with plane of polarization for an incident linear polar- 
ization, due to mechanical nonsymmetry in the polarizer 
and coaxial bridge; however, this boresight shift is less 
than kO.12 deg from a nominal boresight zero. In addi- 
tion, the error peak position changes with plane of polar- 
ization, due to the different gains of the modes generated 
in the muitimode error channel phasing section. Maxi- 
mum spread is from 18 to 23 deg, which is not expected 
to cause a significant servo-tracking problem. 
Final measurements made on the polarizer section 
(SN 1) indicate a maximum VSWR of 1:07:1 and typical 
isolation greater than 30 db between RCP and LCP out- 
puts ( S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, p. 29). VSWR of the bridge 
measured at the 5/x and 1% in. coaxial line outputs are 
typically those of the hybrid junction ports used; coaxial 
tuners are used in each channel at the 30-ft antenna apex 
to match the outputs. 
Isolation between azimuth and elevation error chan- 
nels is 27 db, and isolation between the error channel 
and sum channel is greater than 40 db. The maximum 
VSWR measured on any RCP bridge output from 2270 
to 2320 M c  was 1.4:l. No attempt was made to match 
at other than the center frequency of 2295 Mc. The 
monopulse antenna is presently en route to Ascension 
Island. 
The transmitter antenna (Fig. 7) was installed in the 
Pioneer Station 30-ft antenna for mechanical fit and then 
shipped to Ascension Island. Ellipticity is less than 
0.4 db, and VSWR less than 1.07:l with any combination 
of horn sections. 
36 72 I 144 I80 
ANGLE, dag 
Fig. 4. RCP elevation pattern 
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Fig. 6. LP azimuth channel pattern at 2270, 2295, and 2320 Mc 
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Fig. 7. Transmitter horn 
Fig. 8. Antenna noise temperature calibration setup 
(antenna pointing at zenith) 
Fig. 9. Acquisition aid antenna at a lower than zenith 
elevation angle 
b. Noise Temperature Calibrations: Measurement Pro- 
cedure and Results. Measurements of antenna noise 
temperature were made with the antenna pointing at 
the sky at various elevation angles. Photographs of the 
test setup and the antenna in the zenith and lower 
elevation angle positions may be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The noise temperature instrumentation consisted of a 
2295-Mc radiometric traveling wave maser (TWM) and 
receiver system. Two noise temperature reference stand- 
ards, a nitrogen-cooled termination and an ambient 
termination, were used to calibrate the radiometer re- 
corder scale. 
The measurement procedure was to switch the maser 
input manually between the antenna monopulse channels 
and the reference terminations with the antenna posi- 
tioned at  various elevation angles. For ease of calibration, 
transitions to Type N connector size were used to enable 
use of a flexible RG9 cable and Type N connector for quick 
connect and disconnect to the reference noise tempera- 
ture standards (Fig. 8). The maser input is defined as 
the input to the RG9 cable. An example of the noise 
temperature recording of the elevation channel may be 
seen in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows a noise temperature re- 
cording of the sum, elevation, and azimuth channels at 
zenith (90 deg elevation angle). 
The effective antenna noise temperatures of the various 
antenna channels as determined from reduced data are 
plotted in Fig. 12. The effective temperatures at the 
zcviith position for the sum, azimuth, and elevation 
cliannels are 62.2, 51.4, and 52.8"K, respectively. The 
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W 
I- 
z 
12 5 
12 0 
I I  5 
110 
IO 5 
IO 0 
9 5  
90 
8 5  
8 0  
75 
7 0  
6 5  
60 
5 5  
5 0 -  
4 5  
4 0  
3 5  
30 
2 5  
I O -  
- c :z --I-- 
- __ 0 5 -  --- . 
I-- 
O A  
-- - -- - . 
--.---- ----- 
AMBIENT 
. TERMINATION 
- t - t ---- - - .  
LIQUID-NITROGEN-COOLED .~ 
TERMINATION 
I I 
r ELEVATION CHANNEL CONNECTED 1 
TO MASER INPUT 
IN MATCHED LOADS) 
(OTHER TWO CHANNELS TERMINATEP 
- 
, 
t -4-- t t I I 
-- AMBIENT TERMINATION CONNECTED 
TERMINATION CONNECTED 
TO MASER INPUT 1 
TOTAL POWER, arbitrary units -+ 
Fig. 10. Noise temperature recording for elevation 
channel 
TOTAL POWER, arbitrary units - 
Fig. 1 1 .  Noise temperature recording (antenna at  
zenith position) 
losses of the transitions used in the measurements were 
evaluated, and their temperature contributions have been 
accounted for in determining the effective temperatures 
of the various antenna channels. The effective tempera- 
tures shown in Fig. 12 are defined at the l%-in. (EIA) 
output flange for the sum channel and the %-in. (EIA) 
output flanges for the azimuth and elevation channels. 
The best estimate of the measured probable error (p.e.) 
of the effective antenna temperatures shown is t1.5"K.' 
At low elevation angles, the effective antenna temper- 
atures of the elevation channel is higher than those of 
either sum and azimuth channels (Fig. 12). The higher 
The measured probable error does not include deviations which 
would occur if antenna temperatures had been measured in a 
flat desert ground environment. It should be noted that the effec- 
tive antenna temperature given in this report was measured in 
the antenna test environment as seen from the roof of Bldg. 238 
at JPL. The effects of a non-uniform horizon for this test environ- 
ment have not been evaluated in this reporting. 
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Fig. 12. Acquisition aid antenna effective noise temperatures 
value could be explained by the fact that as the antenna 
is being scanned towards the lower elevation angles, one 
of the main antenna beams for the elevation channel 
will intercept the ground environment sooner than eithCr 
the main beams of the azimuth channel or the sum 
channel. 
Another parameter of interest for the acquisition aid 
antenna is the line loss of each of the monopulse chan- 
nels. An attempt was made to make a direct measure- 
ment of line loss using standard insertion loss mea- 
surement techniques, but difficulties were encountered 
due to the lack of proper transitional equipment. An 
alternate method of determining antenna line loss is to 
use the measured values of effective antenna tempera- 
ture, the measured ambient temperature, and estimated 
values of antenna temperature for the lossless transmis- 
sion line case. This method will be explained further 
in the following discussion. 
The expression for the effective antenna temperature 
is given as 
where 
L = line loss ratio of the transmission line between 
the horn mouth and the reference plane where 
T’., is defined (Fig. 13). 
T o  = physical transmission line temperature, O K  
T ,  = antenna temperature for the lossless transmis- 
sion line case defined at the horn mouth, OK 
6 = ANTENNA TEMPERATURE 
- - d- - - (LOSSLESS CASE)  
L = TRANSMISSION L I N E  
LOSS FACTOR 
- EFFECTIVE ANTENNA 
TEMPERATURE 
line loss 
Fig. 13. Effective antenna temperature and transmission 
HORN MOUTH 
P L A N E  
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Measured Calculated Calculated 
zenith T',, 
O K  
line Measured Tu, zenith T 4 ,  Antenna 
channel 
O K  loss ratio 
O K  
+ 0.0084 
-0.0083 
+0.0080 
1.2467 +0.5 p.e. 
-0.3 
S O . 8  
Su m 62.2 2 1 . 5  p.e. 291.6 &0.2  p.e. 
Azimuth 51.4 2 1 . 5  p.e. 291.6 k 0 . 2  p.e. 10.5 p.e. 1.1703 -o ,oo77 P.e. 
+0.0081 SO.8 
Elevation 52.8 2 1 . 5  p.e. 291.6 k 0 . 2  p,e. 11.3 p.e. 1 . i 7 3 8  -o.oo78 p.e. 
Solving Eq. (1) for the line loss ratio, we obtain 
Calculated 
line less, 
db 
0.958 2 0 . 0 2 9  p.e. 
t 0 . 0 3 0  
0.683 P.e. 
0.696 -o.029 p.e. 
f 0 . 0 3 0  
The values of T', are the experimentally determined 
effective noise temperatures given in Fig. 12. The physi- 
cal transmission line temperature was measured during 
the experiment to be 291.6 r+0.2"K p.e. 
For determination of T,, assume that the antenna 
pattern in a spherical coordinate system (p ,  6, Q, where 
6 and are the azimuthal and polar angles, respectively) 
has a circular symmetry with respect to 6. (Refer to 
Fig. 31 of Ref. 1 for coordinate system.) If the antenna 
environment is subdivided into N annular solid angle 
subregions starting from Q = 0" to -P = 180°, then the 
value of antenna temperature for the lossless case may 
be obtained from the approximate formula, 
(3) 
where 
Tk = average brightness temperature of the kth sub- 
region in degrees Kelvin. 
?k = fractional power contained in the kth annular 
solid angle subregion. It may also be defined as 
the contribution of the kth subregion to beam 
efficiency. 
The RCP antenna patterns for the acquisition aid 
antenna illuminated in RCP and LCP and a computer 
program were used to determine values of (V11)k for each 
antenna channel. A discussion of antenna patterns to 
fractional power contained in an antenna beam is given 
inRef. 1. 
The values of T k  used in Eq. (3) for the subregion 
between zenith ($I = 0 deg) and the horizon (q = 90 deg), 
were obtained from sky brightness temperature curves 
published by Hogg in Ref. 2. A zenith sky brightness 
temperature of 2.45"K was used for computations for 
antenna temperature at 2295 Mc. For simplification, an 
average constant value of 240°K was assumed for T k  in 
the antenna back lobe region (90 deg 2 q 5 180 deg). 
The accuracy of the approximate formula given by 
Eq. (3) improves as N increases. For calculation of an- 
tenna temperatures for the acquisition aid antenna, a 
value of 45 was used for N .  A summary of the calculated 
antenna temperatures and line losses as determined from 
Eq. (2) and (3) ,  respectively, are given in Table 1. 
The probable errors for Ta shown in Table 1 include 
probable antenna pattern errors and the probable error 
due to uncertainty of the values used for sky and ground 
brightness temperatures. For .calculations of the latter 
probable error, the sky and ground temperature values 
Tk,  used to calculate T ,  in Eq. (3), were estimated to have 
a maximum error of *lo%. 
The total probable error in determining L is a func- 
tion of the individual probable errors of the variables in 
Eq. (2). As shown in Ref. 3, the total probable error of 
the insertion loss factor L may be expressed as 
Then 
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For antenna temperature measurements, it is impor- 
tant to check to ensure that the antenna is picking up 
sky and background noise only, and not unwanted CW 
signals as well. Because of increased receiver sensitivity 
with the maser system used, it was possible to detect the 
presence of several CW signals between 2290 and 2300 
Mc which could cause serious errors in the antenna tem- 
perature calibrations. These CW signals could be readily 
observed on a spectrum analyzer. The main sources of 
these signals were traced to signal generators and test 
transmitters turned on during the day at JPL. With 
cooperation obtained from several Laboratory personnel, 
the necessary equipment was turned off in the evening, 
enabling the antenna temperature measurements to be 
made without any detectable radio interference. 
Because the DSIF 72 acquisition aid schedule has 
permitted noise temperature evaluation of only one unit 
to date, it is not presently known whether the noise tem- 
perature and insertion loss data presented in this report- 
ing will be typical of both the unit tested and the second 
(spare) unit which is presently nearing completion. 
Fig. 14. Klystron test setup 
B. 100-kw S-Band Final Amplifier 
One of the chief elements in the program to upgrade 
the performance and reliability of the 100-kw S-band 
amplifier is the replacement of the existing klystron final 
amplifiers with similar but more reliable klystrons ( S P S  
3733, Vol. 111, p. 88). 
The first X3060 klystron has been built and tested by 
the manufacturer, and partial acceptance tests were 
witnessed by JPL engineers. Fig. 14 shows the tube 
under test in the manufacturer’s facility. The klystron 
met or exceeded specifications in all respects, except that 
a higher order window mode was excited near the lower 
end of the 2.1 to 2.4 gHz tuning range. This defect is to be 
eliminated before the tube is shipped to JPL. Preliminary 
tests results are summarized: 
Frequency 
Beam voltage 
Beam current 
Saturated output power, high-efficiency 
Saturated gain 
Bandwidth (3 db) 
Efficiency 
tuning 
2.388 gHz 
35 kv 
6.9 amp 
112 kw 
55 d b  
16 Mc 
46.5% 
The hardware required for mounting the klystron has 
been fabricated and is ready for use. Transmitter cabinet 
modifications required by the larger dimensions of the 
X3060 klystron and by plumbing changes are well under 
way. A focus magnet power supply for this klystron has 
been built and successfully tested, 
C. Mariner IV 100-kw 
CW Transmitter 
A new buffer amplifier for the exciter used to drive the 
100-kw Mariner IV final amplifier was completed, tested, 
and installed prior to the scheduled date for sending the 
commands on the low-gain antenna to return the space- 
craft to a cruise mode. This buffer was similar to the 
triode amplifier flown in Mariner IV and replaced a unit 
which exhibited excessive deterioration in output power. 
Original Exciter. The equipment originally supplied 
to excite the 100-kw final amplifier in the itlariner ZV 
3 1  
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-5  
+25 
+ 70 
+ 125 
transmitter was built by JPL personnel at Goldstone, 
because no standard DSIF subsystem was available for 
this assignment. 
2105.1 2121.5 
2105.0 2121.5 
2105.0 2122.0 
2104.5 2122.0 
I 
Subsequently it developed that the output power level 
of the buffer amplifier deteriorated rapidly to the point 
where it became impossible to drive the 100-kw klystron 
into saturation. The final amplifier output power then 
dropped and the effective radiated power to the space- 
craft was reduced. More significantly, the unsaturated 
klystron became more unstable. 
New Bufler Amplifier. Life tests on the type of triode 
tube flown in the Mariner IV were encouraging, so 
two amplifiers (one spare) were constructed, using the 
Mariner configuration, with the cavities redesigned to 
operate in the 2110 to 2120 Mc band. 
The amplifier is temperature-compensated and normally 
operated in an air-conditioned Cassegrain cone. Tests on 
the completed unit over the range from - 5  to +125"F 
showed an output power variation of less than 0.1 db. 
The only significant temperature effect was a slight vari- 
ation of the bandwidth. A few of the data points are 
tabulated below to illustrate this: 
36 
34 
E n
D 
I- 
n 
3 32 
3 
I- 
0 
1 RECORDER DETECTOR NONLINEAR 
BELOW 32 dbrn AND ABOVE 37 dbm 
Power 
output, 
dbm 
36.55 
36.55 
36.50 
36.55 
Amplitude linearity and bandwidth of the amplifier 
are shown in Fig. 15. The input level was changed in 
1-db steps, and the output recorded as the input fre- 
quency was swept over the passband. 
The amplifier is normally operated from regulated fila- 
ment and plate power supplies. However, the effect of 
filament voltage variations for a constant plate voltage 
was measured and is illustrated by Fig. 16. The normal 
filament voltage is 5.3 v dc. Plate voltage variations for a 
constant filament voltage are shown in Fig. 17. These 
curves were recorded with a sweep generator and x-11 
plotter. The vertical scale is nonlinear due to recorder 
detector characteristics. The amplifier has performed sat- 
isfactorily in service to date. 
I ,- 24 dbm DRIVE 1 
2102 2108 2114 2120 2126 2132 2138 2144 2150 2084 2090 2096 
FREQUENCY, Mc 
Fig. 15. Buffer amplifier gain and frequency characteristics 
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36 
34 
32 
3 2096 2 
1 2 2108 I I I 
4 2120 2126 2132 2138 2144 215 
FREQUENCY. Mc 
Fig. 16. Buffer amplifier sensitivity to filament voltage change, constant plate voltage E b  
I , I - 
084 2090 2096 2102 2108 
I I I 
RECORDER DETECTOR NONLINEAR 
ABOVE 37 dbrn AND BELOW 32 dbrn 
FREQUENCY, Mc 
1 I 
10 2126 2132 2 8 2146 2152 
Fig. 17. Buffer amplifier sensitivity to plate voltage change, constant filament voltage E l , ,  
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SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
D. Dual Carrier Test, 
IOO-kw Klystron 
BUFFER b 
AMPLIFIER R 
Dual carrier tests were conducted on the VA-858-A, 
SN 5 klystron to investigate the feasibility of amplifying 
two carriers simultaneously with third-order intermodu- 
lation products at least -30 d b  from the carriers. The 
tests were conducted at frequency separations from 1.5 
to 8.5 Mc. Preliminary investigation shows that the inter- 
modulation product is near the -30 db requirement, and 
a more refined method of measurement must be estab- 
lished. The VA-858-A klystron is being replaced by the 
new improved X3060 klystron, which is expected to 
reduce the intermodulation. It appears that amplifying 
two carriers through one klystron is possible; and, should 
a need arise for dual carrier operation, further testing 
will be conducted on the X3060 klystron. 
. HYBRID 
Exciters. Suitable exciters were not available for these 
tests, so two signal generators driving buffer amplifiers 
were used as exciters. The incidental spurious noise of 
each exciter output was measured, and all noise was 50 db  
below each carrier within &'30 blc of both carriers. The 
exciter outputs were combined in a coaxial 3-db hybrid 
with two circulators at each input to the hybrid for 
additional isolation (Fig. 18). The combined output of 
the exciters was measured for intermodulation. There was 
no degradation to the spectrum. 
KLYSTRON - WATER 
AMPLIFIER LOAD 
Klystron. The klystron final amplifier beam power was 
set to 30.5 kv at 8.05 amp as required for 100-kw output 
with a bandwidth of 9.7 Mc at the - 1 db  points (Fig. 19). 
The combined output from the two exciters was then 
SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
n 
0 
Q 
R 
BUFFER 
' AMPLIFIER 
I b  - 8.05 amps U 
2111.3 2115.7 2121.5 
FREQUENCY, Mc 
Fig. 19. V A - 8 5 8 4  bandwidth 
used to drive the klystron to 10 kw per carrier, using the 
dummy load as a calorimeter for power measurements. 
The klystron outputs, as observed on a spectrum ana- 
lyzer, are shown in Figs. 20 through 23. The third-order 
intermodulation products are approximately - 30 db  
down from the carriers, with at least a 1-db uncertainty 
in the measurement. A small amount of the intermodula- 
tion products (0.5 to 1 db) is attributed to mixing in the 
spectrum analyzer. 
The third-order intermodulation products are defined 
as 
2frl  - f C ?  and 2fc2 - f c l  
where 
fcl = frequency of the lower carrier 
f r z  = frequency of the upper carrier 
The S3060 klystron, SN H5-30, has an efficiency of 
46.5% compared to the VA-858-A, SN 5, klystron's effi- 
ciency of 36.4%. Ref. 4 (describing a 24-kw 5K70SG 
Fig. 18. Dual carrier tests 
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3 Mc/cm 9.8 kw E A C H  CARRIER 
LOG S C A L E  30-db INDICATION 31 db 
LOWER FREQUENCY CARRIER f,, = 2115 M C  
UPPER FREQUENCY CARRIER f,, z 2116 M C  
IO M c / c m  9.8 kw EACH C A R R I E R  
LOG S C A L E  30-db INDICATION 31 db 
f c ~  2113 Mc,  fc2 211915 MC 
FREQUENCY INCREASE - FREQUENCY I N C R E A S E  - 
Fig. 22. Klystron output with modulation products; 
6.5-Mc separation 
Fig. 20. Klystron output with modulation products; 
carrier separation 1.5 Mc 
3 M c / c m  9.8 kw E A C H  CARRIER 
LOG S C A L E  30- db INDICATION = 31 db 
fc, = 2113.5 Mc,  &, = 2118.5 M c  
IO Mc/cm 9 . 5  kw E A C H  CARRIER 
LOG S C A L E  30-db INDICATION = 31 db 
41 2112 M c ,  fc2 2120.5 M C  
F R E Q U E N C Y  I NCR E A S  E - FREQUENCY I N C R E A S E  
Fig. 21. Klystron output with modulation products; Fig. 23. Klystron output with modulation products; 
5-Mc separation 8.5-Mc separation 
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klystron developed specifically for dual carrier opera- 
tion at 2-kw per carrier) indicates that increased efficiency 
gives lower intermodulation products. Based on this 
report, the X3060 should show a slightly improved dual 
carrier performance over the VA-858-A. 
E. Lunar and Planetary Radar 
Module Development and 
Evaluation 
30-Mc Balanced Mixer (Signal Type).  During this 
period, the lunar and planetary radar subsystem 30-Mc 
balanced mixer bandwidth was increased from 20 to 
100 kc to support the advanced spectrum analysis experi- 
ments. To save time and reduce cost, a spare balanced 
mixer was modified both mechanically and electrically. 
The mechanical modifications were necessary because of 
physical differences of the McCoy crystal filters. Electri- 
cal changes consisted of increasing the bandwidth of the 
input stages, and matching the filtcr input and output to 
optimize passband ripple. To reduce the effect of the 
mixer output on the bandwidth of the stagger-tuned 
455-kc I F  amplifier thdt follows it, the resonant circuit 
was remo\wl, and a special wideband transformer in- 
stalled. Physical restrictions of the module required the 
development of a special wide-band transformer. A ferrox- 
cube 208F125-3C toroid core was used and a -1 db  
bandwidth of 71 kc to 1.3 Rilc was obtained. This band- 
width was altered by the addition of RFI filtering to be 
71 kc to 1.04 Mc. 
Final module test results are shown in Figs. 24, 25, and 
Tables 2 and 3. 
The, 30-Xlc b a h c c d  m i ~ e r  has hwi successfully modi- 
f icd  and installed in thc spectrum receiver at the Venus 
site with a bandwidth of 100 kc. 
Since the dcsign goal for the coherent leakage is a 
minimum of 40 db  below thrcdiold, the existing system 
VOL. 111 
20 
10 
0 
n 0 - I O  
f 
a -20 
0 
-30 
- 4 0  
-50 
- 8  0 8 16 24 32 4 0  48  
M G C ,  v dc 
Fig. 24. Conversion gain versus MGC, signal amplifier 
E n 
I-- 
3 
a 
I- 
3 
0 
0 
- 5 0  - 4 0  -30 - 2 0  - IO 0 IO 20 
INPUT, dbm 
Fig. 25. Limiting curve of reference amplifier 
was first tested to ascertain that the leakage of the new 
module could be ollserved. The existing test system uti- 
lized a 30.455-Mc synthesis loop similar to that described 
in SPS .37-21, Vol. 111, p. 51, Fig. 48. 
Thcl carrier loop was manually controllrd to produce a 
low-frcqucncy lwat at thc amplitrldc~ dctcctor output. 
Using a fast time constant in  thcx instrumentation filter, a 
reference was set so that the Iccordcr had a dynamic 
range of at lcast 40 db. The manual gkiin control (1IGC) 
was set so that thc input to the detector w a s  the nominal 
SO mv for the calibration. 
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Filament 1, 
I.rv 
30.455 Mc 0.3 0.7 
30 Mc 1.4 0.5 
455 kc 0.3 0.3 
Frequency B S  
Power lines and plate to plate 
Leakage was first checked from the input to the 455-kc 
I F  amplifier by terminating the signal input and adjusting 
the \lGC to the value that corresponds to threshold for 
the particular carrier tracking loop bandwidth (in this case, 
ZB,,,, = 5 cps, threshold = - 157 dbm, MGC = $5 v dc). 
Filament 2, Plate, Minimum goal, 
P V  PV P V  
0.3 3 
0.3 3 
0.3 0.3 3 
Table 2. 30-Mc balanced mixer module test results 
~~ 
Component 
Signal amplifier 
Input impedance 
Bandwidth 
Conversion gain versus MGC 
Mixer output impedance 
Reference amplifier 
Input impedance 
Bridge balance 
Bandwidth 
l imi t ing curve 
Measurement 
50 0 
- 1  db  98 kc 
- 3  db  1 109.4 kc 
(minimum goal 100 kc) 
(Minimum goal + 38 v dc = +6 db) 
(See Fig. 24) 
49.4 $2 
50 R 
60 db (minimum goal 60 db) 
2.05 ME (minimum goal 1 Mc) 
Minimum goal limit at -10 dbm 
(See Fig. 25) 
An approximation of the required instrumentation 
bandwidth can be found by observing the normal signal 
component of the 455 kc I F  output level at threshold 
condition, and then the output level with noise only. This 
ratio approximates the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Since 
the anticipated leakage is 40 d b  below threshold, and 
to provide a S/N of 20 db for the instrumentation, the 
required bandwidth reduction is seen to be: 
I F  bandwidth/instrumentation bandwidth = S/N (at 
455 kc) -40 db (anticipated leakage) - 20 db  (required 
instrumentation S/N). In this experiment, the threshold 
signal S = 50 mv, while the noise signal N = 8.6 mv, 
or the S / N  = 7.5 db. 
From this it can be seen that BW,JBWi,.qt = 7.5 db 
-40 db -20 db  = -52.5 d b  = 1.78 X lo5 or the instru- 
mentation bandwidth = 2 k41.78 X lo5 = 0.01 cps. 
An S-curve can now be obtained by adjusting the phase 
shifter shown in Fig. 26. A comparison of the amplitude 
of the calibration S-curve and the test curve indicates the 
amount of coherent leakage. This data is tabulated in 
Table 2. 
Table 3. RFI  leakage, 30-Mc balanced mixer 
BALANCED SIGNAL 
AMPLIFIER MIXER AMPLIFIER DIVIDER 
30 Mc 30 Mc 4 5 5  kc 6 db 
I BALANCED I 
MIXER-  4 5 5  kc 
30 Mc 7 30.455 Mc 
IN STRUM E NTATION 
FILTER SANBORN r - - - - - - - - -  1 ~ RECORDER 
I --. 
1 
AMPLIFIER - DETECTOR 
4 5 5  kc 
t 
PHASE 
SHIFTER 
'T' 4 5 5  kc 
Fig. 26. Test setup to measure coherent leakage 
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This test was repeated by terminating the input to the 
30.0-Mc I F  ampIifier and using the standard 30.455-Mc 
synthesizer loop. The test (Table 4) indicated that the 
laboratory system internal coherent leakage was low 
enough to test the new 30.455 Mc balanced mixer. 
Table 4. Coherent leakage test data 
Test condition 
Terminate input to 
455-kc IF amplifier 
Terminate input to 
30-Mc IF amplifier 
(use 30.455-Mc 
synthesizer loop) 
Terminate input to 
30-Mc IF amplifier 
(use 30.455-Mc 
balanced mixer) 
Filter time 
constant, 
sec 
17 
a4 
a4 
Sample 
period, 
min 
IF 
gain, 
db 
103 
115 
115 
Coherent 
leakage, 
db 
- 47 
-41 
- 45 
The 30.455 Mc balanced mixer was tested and found to 
have coherent leakage level equivalent to 45 d b  below 
threshold. 
A spectral test of the output of the balanced mixer only 
was conducted and the results are shown in Fig. 27. 
The test indicates the design goal of 40-db leakage 
margin below system threshold has been met satisfac- 
torily, establishing leakage compatibility of the new 
u, -40 
v) 
v) I - 6 O F  
a 
-80 
2 
v) 
-100 
-120 
-8  -6 
A f  (455 kc)  
Fig. 27. Output spectrum of 30.455 MC balanced mixer 
30 
central frequency synthesizer soon to be installed at the 
Venus Station (SPS  37-33, Vol. 111, p. 91) with the S-band 
planetary radar receiver. 
F. An Automatic Checkout 
Equipment (ACE) for the 
Ranging Subsystem 
Mark I 
1.  Introduction. The ranging subsystem Mark I ( S P S  
37-20, Vol. 111, pp. 12-15; SPS 37-21, Vol. 111, pp. 16-18, 
S P S  37-22, pp. 5-6; S P S  37-23, Vol. 111, pp. 11-14; SPS 
37-24, Vol. 111, pp. 9-11; and S P S  37-27, pp. 22-25) will 
permit precise determination of ranges up to 800,000 km 
when used in conjunction with an S-band “turnaround 
transponder. It was developed for the DSIF for the 
purpose of tracking lunar probes and monitoring early 
midcourse maneuvers of planetary spacecraft. The adop- 
tion of the Mark I for use in the NASA Manned Space 
Flight Net (MSFN) brought about the need for fabricat- 
ing these units in larger numbers and at a faster rate than 
had previously been planned for the DSIF alone. 
The Mark I is, in a sense, a digital process-control 
device having many signal interfaces with other sub- 
systems, particularly the S-band receiver/exciter. To 
check the operation of the Mark I completely, over an 
extended period of time, it appeared desirable to provide 
means of simulating the operational environment. Initial 
plans visualized such an automatic checkout means as a 
purchased general-purpose computer with an interface 
adapter designed and built by JPL. Subsequent investi- 
gation indicated that this approach was unnecessarily 
complex, and that appreciable savings in both money and 
time could be realized with special-purpose equipment, 
designed and built at JPL, and utilizing techniques and 
equipment of the kind already finding application in the 
Mark I .  
The main application of the resulting automatic check- 
out equipment (ACE) has been as a tool of JPL accep- 
tance quality assurance at the plant of the contractor 
supplying the Mark I ranging subsystems. The ACE has 
proved to be sufficiently effective and inexpensive to 
warrant the construction of a second unit, recently com- 
pleted, for use at JPL. 
2. General description. The ACE tests the reliability 
of ranging subsystems Mark I by repetitively exercising 
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their operational modes and monitoring their responses 
to detect erroneous operations, 
The ACE (Fig. 28) is contained in a single rack, approxi- 
mately 5 ft high, and mounted on casters to facilitate 
handling and movement. 
A test cycle of the ACE with the Mark I comprises 
20 sequential test states (So through S19). Of these, So 
through SI, test the relay interlocks between the Mark I 
and the receiver/exciter subsystem. Test states SI, through 
S,, test the range-code acquisition, with simultaneous 
input to the Mark I of doppler information simulating 
both approaching and receding spacecraft. In test state 
SI, the resultant range number in the Mark I is compared 
with the reference range number in the ACE, which was 
previously calculated and stored in a toggle-switch binary 
register. 
If an error should occur in the course of a test cycle, 
the operation stops, and the test engineer is informed by 
means of an error light and an audible alarm. 
Fig. 28. Automatic checkout equipment (ACE) 
If a test cycle is completed successfully, n correct light 
indication appears and another test cycle is automatically 
initiated. A cumulative count of successfully completed 
test cycles is maintained by means of a resettable digital 
counter in the ACE. 
During the first portion of a test cycle, the Mark I is 
alternately started by command from the ACE and reset 
by interrupting one after another of the simulated relay 
signals which operationally interlock it with the radio sub- 
systems. The range-code acquisition and doppler count- 
ing test portion is initiated automatically upon successful 
completion of the interlock tests. Prescribed amounts of 
clock doppler, representing both increasing and decreas- 
ing range, are counted into the range tally of the Mark I 
during the code-acquisition portion of the test cycle. 
After completion of code acquisition, the Mark I then 
being in its program state p7, prescribed amounts of 
R F  doppler, representing both decreasing and increasing 
range, arc counted into the range tally. The final content 
of the range tally is then compared with the reference 
range number stored in the ACE. 
3. ACE functional assemblies. The ACE breaks down 
into four functional assemblies, all but the first of which 
each comprise one T-BLOC identical to the type used in 
the construction of the R4ark I. They are the control panel 
assembly, the test states assembly, the time generator and 
counter assembly, and the ranging command assembly. 
a. The control panel assembly. This assembly contains 
the circuitry for (1) control of the ACE and display of the 
test status, (2) selection of the reference range number 
and comparison with the Mark I range number, and 
( 3 )  simulation of certain functions of the receiverjexciter 
and data subsystem. 
ACE control and test status displatj. Two push buttons 
and a toggle switch, located on the front of the control 
panel (Fig. 29), control the operation of the ACE. The 
green go button is used to start a test (when the sequencer 
switch is in the auto position), or to step the ACE 
through one test state at a time (when the sequencer 
slyitch is in the ~ ~ i n n r r c r l  position). The red clear button 
returns the ACE to test state So in either automatic or 
manual sequencing mode of operation. Twenty neon light 
indicators, S,, through SI,, indicate the progress of the 
ACE through the 20 corresponding test states comprising 
a test cycle. The result of the code-acquisition and 
doppler-counting test is indicated at the end of each test 
cycle by means of the correct or error lights. The audible 
alarm, associated with the error indication, is provided 
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I 
Fig. 29. ACE, showing front controls and indicators 
with an alarm enable/disable switch. Correct acquisition 
of the ranging code as such is indicated by the 100% 
correlation light. 
Range number selection and comparison. Thirty toggle 
switches allow the selection in the ACE of the reference 
range number that will be compared at the end of each 
test cycle with the 30-bit Mark I range data readout. The 
gating circuits that perform this function are mounted 
under the switch panel which, in turn, is located behind 
the control panel. 
Simulation of functions of other subdiuisions. Certain 
signals other than relay closures are operationally re- 
ceived by the Mark I from the receiver/exciter and data 
subsystems, These signals are simulated in the ACE 
control panel assembly as follows: The readout command 
pulse is provided by a unijunction transistor oscillator 
operating at approximately 1 cps. The doppler counting 
rate is controlled by a unijunction transistor oscillator 
operating at approximately 6 kc. The receiver clock and 
exciter clock signals required to provide the basic timing 
for the Mark I are provided in parallel from a single 
source, viz., the 1-Mc time-base output of the Mark I 
counter-timer suitably impedance-matched in an appro- 
priate amplifier in the ACE. 
b .  The test states assembly. By means of this assembly 
the operation of both the ACE and the Mark I are con- 
trolled. When the sequencer switch is in the manual 
position, operation of the go button steps the ACE suc- 
cessively through the 20 test states, regardless of the 
responses of the Mark I. This is a powerful tool in trouble- 
shooting the ACE itself. In the automatic (auto) mode, 
the ACE, in response to the go button operation, steps 
through the 20 test states automatically and sequentially, 
provided the responses of the Mark I are correct. The 
operation of the test states assembly is summarized in 
Table 5. 
c. The time generator and counter assembly. This 
assembly generates the time base which synchronizes the 
operations within the ACE and provides and controls the 
doppler signals sent by it to the Mark I. 
The basic operation cycle of the ACE is 29 clock 
periods of 1-psec nominal duration. The specific timing 
pulses within a cycle are designated To, TI, T2, - . * ,  T2*. 
The doppler pulses from the control panel assembly 
drive flip-flops that serve as doppler inputs to the Mark I. 
By preloading the counter and terminating doppler out- 
put when it reaches zero (counting down) or capacity 
(counting up), a predetermined number of doppler cycles 
are fed to the Mark I in each appropriate test state. 
The counter is a conventional binary counter which can 
be either incremented or decremented by a count at a 
time. Besides controlling the number of doppler cycles to 
be generated, this counter also serves to provide a hold 
following relay operation, to allow contact settling. 
Counter capacity is 2lS = 262,144. A zero detector stops 
the counter when it reaches either zero or capacity. The 
hold (approximately ?4 sec) is implemented by loading 
the counter with 21° + 29 = 1,536 and decrementing at 
the 6-kc rate. Doppler counts are implemented by loading 
the counter with 21i + 2"; = 196,608, and either decre- 
menting to zero (approximately 33 sec) or incrementing 
to capacity (approximately 11 sec). 
Clock doppler input is thus provided to the Mark I 
while the ACE counter counts up once and down once, 
for a total of approximately 44 sec. Since this must take 
place while the Mark I is in the code-acquisition program 
states, the integration time switch on the Mark I must 
be set high enough to ensure this. A setting of 11 on this 
switch has been found to be the acceptable minimum. 
Once the Mark I is in the tracking mode (program 
state p7), 196,608 counts of negative RF doppler and 
65,536 counts of positive RF doppler are provided to it 
in a similar manner. 
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Table 5. ACE test states 
'est 
tale - 
S O  
SI 
5 2  
53 
SI 
s 5  
ss 
s 7  
S S  
S S  
- 
Conditions for entry into 
test state 
Clear button pushed 
Correct range number 
received from Mark I 
Go button pushed 
Mark I reset and range 
number correct 
Mark I i n  p3 
Mark I reset 
or 
or 
Mark I in  p3 
Mark I reset 
Mark I in  p3 
Mark 
Mork 
Mark 
reset 
in p3 
reset 
Activities in  this test state 
Reset Mark I 
Select Receiver 2 and Receiver 2 lock 
Load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
Select Receiver 1 and Receiver 2 lock 
Select Receiver 2 and Receiver 2 lock 
Load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mork I 
Select Receiver 2 and Receiver 1 lock 
Select Receiver 2 and Receiver 2 lock 
l oad  1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
Select range mode off 
Select range mode on 
Load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
Select clock loop out of lock 
Select transfer loop to transmitter 
Select clock loop in lock 
Load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
d .  The ranging command assembly. This assembly 
simulates the remaining radio subsystem interlocks, sup- 
plies reset and start commands to the Mark I, and de- 
termines the accuracy of the resultant range number. 
The radio system interlocks are simulated by relay 
contact closures which are controlled by the particular 
test states. The accuracy of the range number is deter- 
mined by sampling the output of gates in the control 
panel assembly at  the end of the sample time delay in 
SI, and setting either the correct or error flip-flop to dis- 
play the result. The delay is required to ensure that a 
- 
Test 
state 
Conditions for entry into 
test state 
Mark I in  p l  
Mark I in  p3 
Mark I reset 
Mark I in  p2 
Mark I reset 
Mark I i n  p3 through p6 
Mark I in  p3 through pC 
Counter zero 
Mark I i n  p7 
Mark I in p7 
Counter zero 
Mark I in  p7 
Counter zero 
Activities in this test state 
ielect transfer loop to receiver 
Select transfer loop f i l ter short 
ielect transfer loop to receiver 
Select transfer loop filter open 
Load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
Select receiver mode test 
Reset data correct f l ip-f lop 
Reset doppler generator flip-flops 
Select receiver mode operate 
load 1,536 into counter, count down, 
start Mark I 
Load 196,608 into counter, count u p  
load 196,608 into counter, 
count down 
Lood 196,608 into counter, count u p  
Load 196,608 into counter, 
count down 
Load 65,536 into counter, count 
dawn; when counter i s  zero, 
enable data comparison 
readout command updates the contents of the Mark I 
readout register a t  least once after completion of the R F  
doppler input time. 
Both the start and reset commands are synchronized to 
the clock pulses of the Mark I. The start command is 
given each time the contents of the counter register reach 
zero. Since the Mark I operates in its normal program 
mode in these tests, it acts upon a start command only 
when it is in the reset state, ignoring it at other times. 
The reset command is given whenever the ACE enters 
its test state S,. 
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V. Communications Research and Development 
A. Experimental Closed Cycle 
Refrigerator for Masers 
Test program. The prototype compressor system has 
now been run for 1500 hr and operational data continue 
to be accumulated. The experimental refrigerator unit 
which was built prior to the compressor assembly has 
now been tested for 3000 hr. 
Remote flow rate sensor. A remote indicating flow- 
rate sensor was recently developed to monitor the rate of 
flow of gas in the Joule-Thompson expansion circuit. This 
all-metal unit replaces the fragile glass gauge used in the 
past. 
The construction of the differential transducer is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. The 200-pa meter indicates 
the difference in temperature between thermocouples A 
and B. The upstream thermocouple A is maintained at 
ambient temperature T.,, while the downstream unit is 
maintained at an elevated temperature Tn by means of a 
1000-0 heater. The heater power is held constant, and 
it is readily observed that the temperature T g  is reduced 
120 v 
STAINLESS STEEL PIPE 
WIRE-WOUND 
W 
200-pa METER 
RESISTOR 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of flow-rate transducer 
by the mass of gas flowing through the transducer. Hence, 
the meter indicates directly the flow rate of gas. Calibra- 
tion is achieved by comparison with a standard flow 
meter. 
It is also noted that slow changes in ambient tempera- 
ture cause corresponding changes in T ,  and Tn and the 
device is self-correcting for small temperature variations, 
The low impedance circuit will be particularly helpful for 
remote indication of this important parameter. 
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B. CW Signal Power Calibration 
With Thermal Noise Standards 
7 .  Introduction 
An attempt is being made to improve the accuracy of 
the calibration of the CW received signal power in the 
DSN. A convenient measure of a spacecraft received 
power level is the receiver AGC voltage which is cali- 
brated for absolute received power, defined at the re- 
ceiver input, with a calibrated test transmitter. The 
theory, method of data acquisition, and equipment have 
been discussed previously (SPS  37-35, Vol. 111, p. 58). 
The Y-factor method used consists of accurately measur- 
ing the ratio, at the output of the receiving system, of- the 
CW signal power P ,  plus the system noise power P, to 
the system noise power. The output of the detector, which 
is a solid state germanium diode 1N198, is affected by 
the signal form factor; therefore, the Y-factor method 
requires an evaluation of the diode noise versus CW 
power sensitivity. 
2. Method and Equipment 
The diode noise versus CW power sensitivity was eval- 
uated by a comparison of CW-to-noise Y-factors under 
different conditions. The diode Y-factor was compared 
with the Y-factor as measured by a true RMS detector 
at the same SNR. In order to obtain meaningful results, 
the bandwidth as seen by the RMS detector must be 
made equal to the bandwidth as seen by the diode, or 
the bandwidths must be evaluated and a correction factor 
applied. The RMS detector used was a standard thermistor 
power meter which, compared with the diode, requires 
a relatively high input power level for an accurate read- 
out. This high noise power requirement calls for an 
equalization of diode and power meter bandwidths, as 
well as equal shape factors, over a range of more than 
70 db. Since, in practice, this is extremely difficult to 
achieve, the method adopted was to approximate equal 
bandwidths, accurately evaluate them over a sufficiently 
wide range of frequencies and attenuations, and apply a 
correction factor. 
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the test system. A 
low-pass filter was required in the power meter circuit 
to limit the bandwidth. The input could be switched be- 
tween a signal generator at the IF frequency and a 
matched termination. GI is the gain supplied by a chain 
of wide-band transistor amplifiers centered at the IF 
frequency, A is the attenuation provided by a precision 
attenuator, and the narrow-band filter (NBF) is a crystal 
filter with a bandwidth of about 8 kc ( S P S  37-35, Vol. 111, 
p. 58). Some gain, GP,  supplied by a wide-band transistor 
amplifier similar to an element of GI, was required after 
the NBF to raise the noise level. First, a Y-factor was 
measured with the diode as the detector; the same Y-factor 
was then measured with the power meter as the detector. 
4 
I 
4 I 4 
NARROW-BAND * 
I 
I 
FILTER METER 
GI i b  FILTER 
I 
l---lJ T E R M IN AT1 ON 
1 I 
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I 
LOW - PASS POWER 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Fig. 2. Block diagram for diode sensitivity evaluation 
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The source of CW power was a commercial signal gen- 
erator. The amplifier chain, resistively terminated on the 
input, provided the noise power. A large number of 
Y-factors were measured with SNRs in the range of 1 to 
30 db. The results were repeated for different diode bias 
levels. 
3. Theory 
With the gain notation as shown in Fig. 2, the power 
meter and diode Y-factors described in SPS 37-35, Vol. 
111, p. 58 can be defined as 
where a is an unknown correction factor to be applied to 
the Y-factor measured by the diode to make 
Yd = Y, 
and where 
Psi = the input power 
f ,  = signal frequency 
T ,  = system temperature 
k = Boltzmann constant 
Y, = Y-factor measured by the power meter (ratio) 
Y d  = Y-factor measured by the diode (ratio) 
Solving Eqs. (1) and (2)  for a, 
Eq. (3) may be normalized thus: 
(4) 
where the subscript o refers to the point of maximum 
gain. 
Also, 
Gdf) = &( f )  
G o ( f )  = g,( f )  
Gdo 
GPO 
(5)  
Substituting Eqs. (4) and (5)  in Eq. (3): 
However, 
lm g,df = B ,  i s  the bandwidth seen by the 
power meter, and 
lm g d f  = Bd is the bandwidth seen by the diode 
Hence, 
(7) 
The ratios b = B P / B d  and g = gd(fs ) /gp( f , )  were evalu- 
ated by measuring B, and Bd over a sufficiently wide 
range of frequencies and attenuations. Eq. (7) is then 
written 
10 logloe 
Y ,  - 1 
10logl,e 10 logl,e 
f [ ] + [ b ] (PEb)' 
(10) 
But, since Yp(db)  = 10 log,,Y,, and 
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Eq. (10) may be written: 
Eqs. (8) and (11) have been programmed in Fortran and 
the data reduced by computer. 
5. Results 
The diode in the Venus Station system has been evalu- 
ated. Measurements of bandwidths have yielded the 
results 
b = 1.0334 
g = 1.00 
The diode correction factor a(&) was evaluated for 
SNRs from 1 to 30 db, and for diode bias levels of 2, 4, 
and 7 mv. Within the accuracy of the experiment, a does 
not vary for SNRs from 10 to 30 db, nor for diode bias 
levels between 2 and 7 mv. Within these ranges, the 
average resulting a was 0.39 db, with a probable error 
of 0.03 db. 
Work on the evaluation of the detectors used at the 
Pioneer and Echo Stations is in progress. The correction 
factors thus derived will modify the CW signal power 
calibrations that have been reported previously and have 
been underway for some time. 
C. Simultaneous Lobing Radio- 
metric Tracking System 
The S-band system for the 210-ft-diameter antenna will 
use a simultaneous lobing angle tracking feed system. A 
radiometer used in conjunction with the tracking feed 
would be a useful device for angle pointing and gain 
calibrations of the antenna system using radio star 
sources. This technique is especially important for the 
210-ft-diameter antenna, as this antenna does not have a 
collimation tower. 
Testing of the simultaneous lobing radiometric track- 
ing system, which was reported in earlier issues of the 
SPS,' is now being resumed. On September 1, 1965, 
the system was installed and used at the Echo Station 
of the Goldstone Tracking Station in conjunction with 
the 85-ft-diameter antenna and the S-band receiver sys- 
tem. On this and subsequent nights, various radio sources 
were tracked and tracking data were taken. Fig. 3 shows 
a sample of the hour-angle (HA) residuals obtained by 
tracking Omega Nebula on the nights of September 22 
and 24. 
On October 5 and 6, the system was operated in an 
experiment designed to eliminate the necessity of a col- 
limation tower when phasing the receiver for automatic 
tracking of a spacecraft. In this experiment, the simul- 
taneous lobing radiometer and the radio source Crab 
Nebula were used, together with a signal generator to 
' S P S  37-27, Vol. 111, pp. 57-61; SPS 37-28, VOI. 111, pp. 48-51; 
SPS 37-30, Vol. 111, pp. 3844; SPS 3731,  Vol. 111, p. 36; SPS 
37-26, Vol. IV, pp. 216-220; SPS 37-35, Vol. IV, p. 13. 
- 006 
SEPTEMBER 22. 1965 
-0.07 
0 U
-008 
a* 
a I 
-009 
n, 
HA, deg 
Fig. 3. Auto track on Omega Nebula 
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Dote 
phase the receiver, and the boresight and phasing were 
checked against the collimation tower. The experiment 
was performed on the HA axis of the Echo Station 85-ft- 
diameter antenna. The results of this experiment are 
shown in Table 1. The phasing and the HA coordinate 
obtained in the conventional manner are shown in Table 2. 
Collimation tower 
Phose shifter Collimation tower 
setting boresight HA coordinote 
Table 1. Phasing of HA channel of the receiver 
using a radio source 
October 5, 1965 
October 6, 1965 
Dote 1 1 1  Rodio source 
Phose shifter Collimation tower 
setting boresight HA coordinote 
310 deg 2 72.050 
350 deg 272.054 
I I October5, 1965 I 341 deg I 272.062 
I I October 6, 1965 I 17.5 deg I 2 72.050 
The average difference between the phase shifter set- 
tings obtained from the collimation tower and those 
obtained from the radio source is approximately 25 deg. 
The results obtained clearly demonstrate the feasi- 
bility of the system; however, before the system can be 
pronounced operational, the technique must be fur- 
ther refined, 
D. Two-way RF Carrier 
Acq u i si t io n 
A preliminary laboratory investigation has been made 
of two-way RF carrier acquisition using a Block I1 S-band 
receiver-exciter and a test transponder modified to simu- 
late a Block I1 ApoZZo transponder. The investigation 
covered experimental verification of the frequency rate 
capability of the transponder and the receiver (widest 
MSFN bandwidth) as a function of .signal level for a 
20-deg peak phase error. In addition, the amount by 
which the acquisition sweep frequency must exceed the 
receive frequency in order to achieve RF phase lock was 
investigated for both the up-link and down-link (simu- 
lated). This preliminary investigation is described and 
the results obtained are presented here. 
Fig. 4 is a simplified block diagram of the laboratory 
test setup which shows how the acquisition sweep volt- 
age was applied to the exciter voltage controlled oscil- 
lator (VCO). Since the available receiver-exciter and the 
test transponder operated at the 2295/2113.3 Mc DSIF 
frequencies, and the available transponder predetection 
filter was designed for operation at the MSFN frequency 
(2287.5/2106.4 Mc), the test transponder was modified 
(as shown in Fig. 5) to operate with an external fixed 
frequency reference supplied to the phase and automatic 
gain control (AGC) detectors. This frequency was set 
to provide the second IF frequency at the center of the 
predetection filter passband. The AGC time constant in 
the transponder was 0.5 sec for these tests, and the 
ground receiver was operated with a 4-sec AGC time 
constant (widest bandwidth position for MSFN). 
The test transponder was modified to have the follow- 
ing characteristics within the tracking range shown, which 
represent the Block I1 transponder parameters. 
RF loop threshold noise 700 cps 
bandwidth 
RF loop predetection filter noise 15,000 cps 
bandwidth 
Strong signal open loop gain 
Tracking range 
3.3 X loG (l/sec) 
k 9 0  kc ( k4.3/105) 
Fig. 6 shows the frequency rate capability of the modi- 
fied test transponder calculated for the parameters listed 
above as a function of signal level for a frequency dis- 
placement of 4.3 parts in los and a total phase error (due 
to frequency displacement plus frequency rate) of 20 deg. 
Also plotted in Fig. 6 are the experimentally measured 
data obtained by sweeping the exciter VCO about nom- 
inal frequency k4 .3  parts in 105 at varying rates with a 
triangular sweep waveform. Experimental and calculated 
data are in good agreement. Fig. 7 shows a similar fre- 
quency rate plot for the ground receiver which was 
modified to have the following parameters, which repre- 
sent the MSFN receiver parameters (widest RF loop 
bandwidth). 
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Fig. 4. RF acquisition test setup 
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Fig. 5. Modified S-band test transponder 
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R F  loop threshold noise 
RF loop precletection filter noise 
770 cps 
7000 cps 
bandwidth 
bandwidth 
Strong signal open loop gain 
Tracking range +9/105 
4.14 X loF (l/sec) 
Again, experimental and calculated data are in good 
agreement. Fig. 8 shows a typical recording of phase 
error in the transponder and in the receiver which was 
obtained while sweeping the exciter VCO about nominal 
frequency. 
Measurement was made of the amount by which the 
acquisition sweep frequency must exceed the receive 
frequency in order to achieve R F  phase lock. The sweep 
generator was set to produce a 22 .3  parts in los sweep 
amplitude with a 35,000 cps/sec sweep rate at S-band 
(triangular sweep waveform). For the simulated up-link 
measurements, the exciter VCO frequency bias was 
changed from nominal, by means of the manual acqui- 
sition control, until RF lock in the transponder could be 
achieved only a portion of the time. The frequency dif- 
ference between the sweep amplitude (2.3/105) and the 
exciter frequency change from nominal introduced 
manually provides the amount by which the simulated up- 
link acquisition sweep frequency must exceed the trans- 
ponder receive frequency to achieve RF phase lock. This 
measurement was made as a function of signal level into 
the test transponder to provide the experimental data 
plotted in Fig. 9. For the simulated down-link measure- 
ments, the exciter was swept 4.3 parts in lo5 about 
nominal frequency (to insure phase lock in the test trans- 
ponder), and the receiver VCO frequency bias was 
changed from nominal, by means of receiver manual 
acquisition control, until RF lock in the receiver was 
achieved only a portion of the time. In this case, the 
difference between down-link sweep amplitude and the 
receiver frequency change from nominal introduced 
manually provides the amount by which the simulated 
down-link acquisition sweep frequency must exceed the 
receiver frequency to achieve RF phase lock. The simu- 
lated down-link measurement was made as a function of  
OFF 
EXCITER 
ON 
I I I 
EXCITER SWEEP 
?4.3/105 
RATE 35 kc/sec2 
I I I I J 
I I 
I TRANSPONDER 32 deg I 
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SIGNAL LEVEL 
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I I I 
I 1 
40 deg 
/" 
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I 
I sec -121 dbm \OUT OF LOCK 
I I 
Fig. 8. Typical recording -two-way RF acquisition 
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Fig. 9. Simulated Block I1 transponder RF acquisition 
Activity 
Primary experiments 
signal level into the receiver to provide the experimental 
data shown in Fig. 10. These data were obtained with a 
slight modification (in the form of a low-pass filter) to 
the RF loop tracking filter. 
Hours Percent 
The following general comments relate to the experi- 
mental data plotted in Figs. 9 and 10. The effect is quite 
marked, since a small change in frequency bias (about 
1/10':) results in a change from R F  phase lock to an out- 
of-lock condition and vice versa when RF acquisition is 
attempted. I t  appears that the excess sweep is required 
to overcome an apparent frequency pushing effect caused 
in the out-of-lock condition when the out-of-lock beat 
frequency appearing at the phase detector output modu- 
lates the receiver local oscillator, and one sideband of 
this beat frequency (modulated on the local oscillator) 
is heterodyned through the receiver mixers and I F  ampli- 
fiers. This appears at 10 Mc in the RF loop predetec- 
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477  
tion bandwidth and is predominate relative to the other 
sideband. An S-band spectrum analyzer was used to 
observe the out-of-lock beat frequency sidebands which 
appear on the local oscillator signal at strong input signal 
levels. As the input signal level is reduced, the out-of- 
lock beat frequency sidebands are replaced by noise 
modulation on the local oscillator. Investigations made 
on both a laboratory S-band receiver-exciter and SN 23 
receiver-exciter indicate that a minor modification in the 
form of a low-pass filter is required in the RF loop track- 
ing filter to maintain a characteristic similar to Fig. 10 
for the MSFN receivers. 
26.1 
2.1 
2.1 
31.1 
The preliminary investigation of a simulated Block I1 
transponder presented here does not, in all probability, 
represent the performance of the Block I1 (or Block I) 
transponders relative to the excess R F  acquisition sweep 
(through nominal) required to achieve RF phase lock. 
This experimental information is presented to point out 
that, in order to develop detailed R F  acquisition pro- 
cedures, this characteristic must be known and investi- 
gated for both the Block I and Block I1 transponders. 
E. Venus Station Operations 
I .  €xperirnental Activities 
The major station activities during the past two-month 
period were hlarincr 1964 spacecraft support, X-band 
lunar radar, S-band planetary radar, and radio star track- 
ing. Table 3 summarizes the activities at the Venus Station 
during this period. 
Table 3. Summary of Venus Station experimental 
activity (August 1 1-October 13, 1965) 
X-bond lunar radar 
S-bond plonetory radar 
Radio star tracks 
Mariner support 
Transmission, reception, and tesling 
Testing, colibrotion, construction, ond 
scheduled maintenance 1 561 1 36.5 1 
Holidays and scheduled nonoperation time 2.1 
Total 
Fig. 10. Ground-based receiver RF acquisition 
5 1  
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Noise output ratio, d b  0 17.30 
Approximote system temperature, " K  305 16,400 
The X-band experiments on the Moon were the most 
sophisticated attempted to date and included total spec- 
trum, mapping, and open-loop ranging, using 1-psec 
steps. This lunar experiment was also the longest in dura- 
tion, extending over a three-month period of activity, and 
was not entirely free from difficulty. A bar graph (Fig. 11) 
is presented listing those equipment failures which caused 
a greater than 15-min time loss, as well as the number of 
such occurrences for each item. 
- 8 . 9 2  
39 
Fig. 1 1. Equipment failures causing greater than 
15-min time loss during lunar radar experiment 
A preliminary measurement of the apparent radio tem- 
perature of the Sun at 2295 MHz was made using the 
85-ft antenna and a DSIF traveling wave maser. The 
antenna was he-sighted on the Sun, and a comparison 
was then made between the noise output from the re- 
ceiver when terminated in an ambient temperature load 
and the noise output from the receiver when terminated 
in the antenna and looking at the Sun. Table 4 summa- 
Table 4. Apparent radio brightness temperature 
of Sun at 2295 MHz 
rizes the results, indicating an apparent solar brightness 
temperature of 16,400"K at 2295 MHz. No corrections 
have yet been made for possible limiting in the maser at 
the high signal levels represented by this temperature. 
2. Subsystem Performance 
a. 100-kw transmitter (operation). For this reporting 
period, the R&D transmitter was used with a Mariner 
klystron (SN 6) to test the 10-kw diplexer operation at 
100 kw. These tests were run in the cone test area (Fig. 
12), using the water load to terminate the output of the 
diplexer. A total of 180.3 filament hours and 18.7 beam 
hours was accumulated during these tests. 
Fig. 12. Diplexer test 
On October 5, 1965, the R&D cone was installed on the 
antenna, with the Mariner amplifier replacing the R&D 
amplifier which had been removed to be modified for use 
with the new Eimac 100-kw klystron and magnet. 
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b. Mariner 100-kw transmitters. During this reporting 
period the Jfnriner transmitters have operated on the 
spacecraft or in  the water load for a total of 298.9 filament 
hours and 193.9 heam hours on Amplifier 1 and 454.2 
filament Iiours and 5 6 . 1  beam hours on Amplifier 2. The 
transmitters and the associated power equipment experi- 
enced several failures during testing and tracking, the 
most significant of which are: 
Failure of bearings in eddy-current coupling. 
Breakdown of silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCR) in 
reflected polver amplifiers. 
High voltage cable brcakdown and shorting. 
Failure of starter pump relays. 
Failurc of rosistor in limit amp control circuit. 
These failures h a w  all been corrected, and modifications 
m d  improvements have been made or are in progrcss to 
reduce thcw problems in future operations. 
c. System improcements and modifications. The eddy- 
currcnt coupling hearings \\'ere motlifictl so that better 
lubrication could be obtaiticd. The performance i1nd re- 
liability of this unit are under investigation for possible 
replacemcmt or rctlesign. 
Tlic, rcflectctl powrr amplifier SCRs were replaced 
with higher voltage breakdown units, and a d d c 4  filtering 
w a s  installed to rcyluce transients. New m d  redesigned 
high voltage cable is on order to replace existing cable. 
d .  Mod. ZV receicer. Througliout most of this period, 
the l lod.  IV rcccbiver \vas maintained in its X-band- 
S-band configuration. Lunar radar experiments were 
conducted at X-band frequencies, and Jfririner post- 
cncounter hackup status was maintained at S-band fre- 
quencies. On several occasions the Ylod. IV receiver was 
used as the prime Mariner receiver, and in all cases the 
performance was normal. After October 1, some of 
the components in the SIod. I V  receiver Mariner subsys- 
tem cabinet were returned to JPL for modification and 
use in other systems. The only equipment failure in the 
Mariner receiver involved a voltage controllecl oscillator 
(VCO) selection relay, and this was repaired during a 
Mariner non-view period. 
X-bnntl portion. Operation of the X-band portion of 
the hlod. IV receiver was normnl during this period. 
The waveguide installation from the X-band signal gen- 
erator to the receiver converter was finished, radio fre- 
quency leakage measm'ements were completcd, and the 
data were forwarded to the JPL project engineer. 
R b D  portion. Modification of the Mod. IV receiver 
for operation at 2388 Mc is in process. At present, the 
open-loop portion is operational and is being used in a 
Venus total spectrum and ranging experiment. Work is 
continuing on the closed-loop portion. When the work 
is completed, both open- and closed-loop operation will 
be possible. Until this time, no receiver sensitivity meas- 
urements can be made. Two equipment f ai '1 ures - one 
involving coldplate power supply and the other a VHF 
keyer module - have occurred thus far. Both faults have 
been corrected and receiver operation has been restored. 
The Resdel signal generator is undergoing repair at JPL. 
e .  Programmed local oscillator (PLO). Although oper- 
ation of the digital portion was good throughout this 
period, several failures did occur. Continued difficulty 
was encountered with the tape reader section, resulting 
in erratic operation. A more serious problem was the 
failure of the \'CO control potentiometer. This is the 
second potentiometer to fail in the last six months. These 
failures have since been corrected, and the system is now 
operating normally. 
The main VCO bias power supply has been reinstalled 
in the PLO, and will be used in conjunction with the 
closed-loop portion of the Mod. IV receiver. 
f .  Central frequency synthesizer (CFS). The divide- 
by-100 module was reinstalled in the CFS and checked 
for proper operation. The new standby batteries for the 
rubidium freqiwncy standard are on site, and their in- 
stallation is being planned. Thcw batteries will replace 
the prescnt nickel cadmium standby batteries in an effort 
to improve system reliability. 
3. Mariner I964 Spacecraft Support 
The post-encounter support of the Mariner 1961 space- 
craft from the Venus Station consisted of transmission 
periods designed to prevent unwanted spacecraft-to- 
ground antenna transfer, command transmission, and 
telemetry reception, as required. 
Command activity i 17 c 1 u d e d the transmission , on 
August 2, 1965, of the commands necessary to instruct 
the spacecraft to cease transmitting picture video and 
return to normal cruise mode (in which science and engi- 
neering telemetry only is transmitted). However, the 
highlight of the command activity was the transmission, 
on October 1, 1965, of the command which effectively 
terminated Phascl 1 of the Afnrincv 1964 mission. This 
command, DC 12, caused the spacecraft, which was 
191 x 1O'a mi away at the time, to switch to the omni- 
directional antenna on the spacecraft-to-ground link. 
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I-Mc REFERENCE 
F. Frequency Generation and 
Control 
H-P 5100A 
t i -P  
SYNTHESIZER 
I .  Programmed Exciter 
a. Introduction. The programmed csciter (PE) is in the 
f ind  stagc, of coiistruction. Slucli tlcvclopmcwt work has 
1 ) c ~ i  t l o i i e  in tlic HF, digital, and construction a r c ~ ~ s  prior 
to ii s s cni 1) 1 in g tl I i s s y s t c in. 
COMPUTER + 
The basic theory of opcwtion of the PE appears in 
SPS 37-32, Vol. 111, pp. 3G-24. For case of rcference, a 
Mock diugrain of the systcm showing both the R F  and 
digital scaetions of the system is repeated here (Fig. 13). 
DIGITAL- TO- I 
ANALOG I‘INTEGRATOR - 
CONVERTER 
b. RF section. 
Dcl;clopiticnt. Developnient work has been done on 
each R F  motlule in tlic PE system. A wide-band distribu- 
tion amplifier (WVHDA) with a bmtlwidth from 10 kc to 
50 Slc wCis developed to muimize the versatility of the 
system. The PE can serve AS a local oscillator centered 
‘it any  frqi iency in  tlic 1mdn.itlth of thch amplifier. The 
I 
.r CONTROL .1 ‘ 
TIMING I 
AND 1; 
V O L .  111 
COUNTER 
doppler distribution amplifier is a modified version of 
the WBDA operating from 3 to 4 Mc. The WBDA is now 
in the final stages of construction. 
I 
I 
I 
* 
A 2 4 - M ~  voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) to be used 
in conjunction with the PE was aIso developed. The re- 
sults of this work and the operation and performance of 
the !VBDA will be discussed in a future publication. 
A schematic of the integrator module is presented in 
Fig. 14, and photographs of thc layout are shown in Figs. 
15 and 16. The integrator has met or exceeded each of 
the following requirements: 
Input: _t30 v max., min. step = 5 mv, max. step = 5 v  
Output: - 1 to - 11 v dc, 3-ma max. current 
Time constant: RC = 100-sec normal operation 
KC = 10-sec fast acquire mode 
< 5 pv p-p 
< 5 pv/sec drift 
Output noise: 
Stability : 
7 --t------- I 
I 
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Fig. 13. Programmed exciter block diagram 
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Fig. 15. Integrator layout, front 
0 ,  
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Fig. 16. Integrator layout, back 
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In addition, the integrator has computer-controlled 
relays to set the output voltage to -1 or -11 v dc, the 
extremes of the output range. The output voltage is 
clamped at f l  and -15 v dc by a diode circuit across 
the 10-pf integrating capacitor; the search oscillator 
which follows is thus protected from excessive bias volt- 
age. A monitor amplifier meters the output voltage with- 
out disturbing the stability of the integrator. The highly 
stable performance of the integrator is enhanced by the 
INTEGRATOR 
m+ 
use of low temperature coefficient and low aging metal 
film resistors and a polystyrene 10-pf integrating capacitor. 
The integrator was tested in operation with the search 
oscillator of the Hewlett-Packard (H-P) synthesizer (Fig. 
17). A typical result of the test is shown in Fig. 18. The 
short-term drift (1 sec) of the integrator is within specifi- 
cation. The long-term drift (> 1 sec) can readily be cor- 
rected when operating in the closed-loop configuration 
H-P 4 H COUNTER H :tr 
CONVERTER 
OSCILLATOR 
I J I I 
DIFFERENCE 
VOLTMETER 
Fig. 17. Stability test configuration 
CHANNEL I 
STRIP 
CHART 
RECORDER 
CHANNEL 2 
I ~ I 
CHANNEL I 2 cps/mm 
I' m m  fo N 3.5 MC 
T 
I mm/sec 
IRRECTION 
I OUTPUT -6 v dc 
Fig. 18. Stability test results 
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I 
REAR 
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Fig. 19. Cabinet configuration 
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of the PE (Fig. 13). The short-term deviation of the 
search oscillator-integrator combination is equal to or 
better than the 5-cps peak-to-peak deviation required by 
the PE system ( S P S  37-32, Vol. 111, p. 38). 
System construction. As reported in S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, 
p. 91, two complete PE systems (as shown in Fig. 13) will 
be housed in one standard JPL cabinet. The cabinet con- 
figuration is shown in Fig. 19. The power supplies are 
air-cooled, 60-cps supplies mounted at the top of the 
cabinet for best heat dissipation. 
The indicators and switches are in functional group- 
ings mounted at eye level. The digital microcircuits are 
mounted on vertical cards in sliding drawers, and the RF 
equipment and relays are on a horizontal aluminum plate 
behind blank panels. All RF and digital cables for com- 
munication with other systems feed from the bottom of 
the cabinet. All equipment is mounted on slides for ease 
of maintenance and repair. 
c. Digital section. A block diagram of the PE digital 
section is shown in Fig. 20. Coarse frequency control of 
the synthesizer is accomplished by the decade switching 
control, which selects, under computer control, the var- 
ious decade numbers of the desired frequency in the 
same manner as do the pushbuttons on the front panel. 
Pushbutton control is operative only when the synthesizer 
is switched to the local mode; conversely, the decade 
control is operative only in the remote mode. 
TO SYNTHESIZER 
DECADE JACKS 
SWITCH I NG 
CT:O: 
FROM COMPUTER 
TO INTEGRATING DIGITAL-TO- 
CONVERTER 
FROM COMPUTER 4 ANALOG AMPLIFIER 
FROM SYNTHESIZER 
SEARCH OSCILLATOR TO COMPUTER COUNTER 
TIMING llc 
t '  I-SEC TIME TICK 
FROM STATION CLOCK SYNC 
Fig. 20. Programmed exciter - digital section 
Fine frequency control of the synthesizer is accom- 
plished by remotely controling the synthesizer search 
oscillator. This is done by the digital-to-analog (D/A) 
converter followed by an integrating amplifier. The out- 
put of the integrating amplifier is sufficiently noise-free 
to obtain a search oscillator resolution of one part in 
200,000. Binary numbers into the D/A converter repre- 
sent a rate at which the search oscillator is to change. 
The range of the D/A converter is +lo00 increments, 
where each increment causes a frequency sweep of 5 Hz/ 
sec in the search oscillator range of 3 to 4 MHz. At an 
S-band frequency of 2388 MHz, this represents a rate ca- 
pability of up to 38 Hz/sec in increments of 0.038 Hz/sec. 
The exact frequency of the search oscillator is deter- 
mined by the counter. A register in the counter continu- 
ously counts the frequency of the search oscillator. A t  
periodic intervals of either 1 or 0.1 sec, the computer can 
read the instantaneous count of this register. Frequency 
is then computed by taking the difference between the 
present and past counter reading. The computer arith- 
metic is such that even when the counter recycles through 
zero. a correct difference can be obtained. 
The sync permits the computer to synchronize the tim- 
ing logic to within 2 p e c  of the leading edge of the 1-sec 
station time tick. 
Counter. The requirement for continuously counting 
with periodic readout of the instantaneous counter value 
implies the use of two counter registers: One register 
performs the continuous counting function, and the sec- 
ond register stores the desired instantaneous value of the 
first register for interrogation by the computer. If the direct 
design approach to this problem is taken, i.e., having the 
first register a continuous counter which transfers its 
count on command to a second static register, serious 
difficulties arise. Ripple counter design of the first reg- 
ister is precluded because the carry information might 
be in the midst of rippling down the counter when the 
transfer command comes. Furthermore, the ripple time 
may be as much as 5 or 6 times the period of the fre- 
quency being counted. Alternatively, a synchronous 
counter must be designed in which all carry information 
can be completely propagated in the time interval be- 
tween successive input cycles. For a 24-bit register count- 
ing 4 MHz, an inordinate amount of gating logic and 
circuit speed is required. 
To circumvent the above problems, the system shown 
in Fig. 21 has been devised. Two 24-bit ripple counters 
are used, one a master and the second a slave. Both 
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SYNTHESIZER 
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24 BITS FOR 
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CONTROL 
24-BIT GATING 
STRUCTURE 
RIPPLE COUNTER 
TO COMPUTER 
INPUT 
GATE 
Fig. 21. Counter system 
counters count the input frequency, but, in addition, the 
slave counter may be synchronized to the master counter 
or disconnected from the input signal by the control logic. 
Operation of the system is as follows: Some time before 
the count value is desired, both the input and the syn- 
chronizing signals are connected to the slave counter. 
The synchronizing signals are fed directly into the DC 
inputs of the slave counter flip-flops. When a carry ripple 
is propagating down the master counter, the slave counter 
is in an indeterminate state due to possible interference 
betwectn the synchronizing signals and the slave internal 
ripplc signals. When no ripple is present in the master 
counter, the state of the slave counter is exactly that of 
the master counter. The control disconnects the syn- 
chronizing signals from the slave counter at a time when 
no ripple is in thc master counter. 
The condition of no ripplc exists when the first four 
least significant bit positions of the mastcr counter are 
equal to one. This indicates that 15 counts of the input 
frequency have occmrcd after the previous major carry 
bit has been propagated. Sufficicnt time has thus been al- 
lowed for all carries to have heen complctcly propagated. 
At this time both countcrs arc: counting the same signal 
and contain the same count, h i t  othrrwise are completely 
independent of each othcx-. Whcn the instantancolls count 
value is desired, the inpit  signal is tlisconncctcd from 
the slave counter. After any carry ripplcs have finished 
propagating in the slave counter, the individual slave 
counter flip-flops may bc read b y  the computer. 
D / A  converter. The D/A converter has been specially 
designed to operate directly from integrated circuit flip- 
flops which have a supply voltage of t 5  v. These flip-flops 
form an 11-bit static register which holds the computer- 
derived rate number. The D/A converter produces a DC 
voltage with a value proportional to the count in the 
static register. 
A simplified schematic of the D/A converter is shown 
in Fig. 22. The converter contains 11 binary scaled cur- 
rent sources which may be selectively summed by an 
operational amplifier. Each current source has two steer- 
ing diodes, one to the operational amplifier and the other 
to the driving flip-flop. If the flip-flop voltage is less posi- 
tive than +2.5 v, the current is steered away from the 
operational amplifier and into the driving flip-flop. If 
the flip-flop voltage is more positive than $2.5 v, the 
current is steered into the operational amplifier, where 
its binary value contributes to the output DC voltage. 
The input to the operational amplifier remains constant 
at $2.5 v, regardless of the amount of current switched 
into it. The gain and bias current are adjusted to produce 
a DC output voltage from -5  to +5 v over the complete 
range of code inputs. 
A major portion of drift and voltage uncertainty versus 
temperature variation is due to the variable voltage drop 
across the steering diodes leading to the operational 
amplifier. For example, in the most significant bit posi- 
+50 v 
IO ma I 1. 
BIT I I  0 1 2: 
IN916 H-P A 2101 
5 m o l  +Iv 
BIT IO 
BIT I 
IN916 H-P A 2101 
O-1 GAIN ADJUST 
IN916 IN9I6 I A+ /-- TO INTEGRATING AMPLIFIER 
Fig. 22. Digital-to-analog converter 
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tion, a 50-mv voltage change is equivalent to one whole 
code increment change. This effect diminishes by a factor 
of two for each successive lower-order bit position. To 
minimize this condition, the operational amplifier steer- 
ing diodes in the four most significant bit positions are 
metal-silicon hot carrier diodes with a low barrier poten- 
tial. The voltage drop temperature coefficient of these 
diodes approaches zero for currents in the vicinity of 
10 ma. At low currents the temperature coefficient is 
much less than that of the silicon junction diodes used in 
the other steering positions. 
Construction. Most of the circuitry in the digital sec- 
tion of the PE consists of integrated circuits. These cir- 
cuits are mounted on specially designed circuit boards 
containing a power distribution system, a ground plane, 
terminal pads, and connectors, as shown in Fig. 23. Sixty- 
six microcircuits as well as a variety of discrete com- 
ponents may be mounted on one board. Wire-wrap pins 
extending through the board permit interconnection by 
means of the wire-wrapping technique; in addition, these 
pins provide an anchor for the mounting of the discrete 
components. Fig. 24 shows the wiring side of the circuit 
Fig. 23. Microcircuit board - component side 
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Fig. 24. Microcircuit board -wiring side 
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board as well as the mounting of the read relays used in 
the decade control block. 
Two connectors allow 76 signal leads to connect to the 
board, in addition to the power system of +5 v, -2 v, 
and ground. The lever arms attached to the board serve 
the three-fold function of extraction tool, insertion tool, 
and locking mechanism. The entire logic of the PE digital 
section is contained on ten cards which fit in a 7-in. relay 
rack drawer. 
2. S- and X-Band Central Frequency Synthesizer 
a. Introduction. A X30 frequency multiplier has been 
developed to supply the 30 Mc required for system and 
station reference signals ( S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, p. 92). A 
module status report is given here. 
b. Frequency multiplier. The frequency multiplier 
consists of solid-state circuitry on terminal boards housed 
in a gold-plated cavity-type chassis. A combined series 
of multipliers, amplifiers, and crystal filter raised the input 
frequency from 1.0 to 30.0 Blc (Fig. 25). This module was 
IO i 
developed at JPL, and the final model was fabricated by 
a local vendor. Performance features are: output level of 
+13 dbm (-0 db, +3 db) into 51n; a power drain 
of 0.75 w from a f30-v dc supply; input impedance of 
51n t 1 0 %  for 1 3  d b  at the +lO-dbm input level; and 
isolation from output to input > 60 db  at any frequcncy. 
The total bandwidth of the frequency multiplier, which 
is determined by the crystal filter, is 1870 cps. The band- 
pass ripple is < 0.5 d b  over this range. The output spec- 
trum contains no measureable internally generated spii- 
rious signals. Second harmonic distortion of the 30.0-Mc 
signal is 0.457%. 
The RF leakage of 1.0, 5.0, 15.0, and 30.0 h4c was 
checked at the power line, the input and output terminals 
(TNC connector), and all external mechanical junctions. 
All leakage signals are 5 1.0 pv. With the input terminal 
open or terminated, 12 pv of 30 Mc appear on the output 
connector. 
The limiting characteristics are seen in Fig. 26. An 
input signal loss of 39 db  can still provide the required 
+ 13-dbm level. 
Power supply variations versus the 3 0 - M ~  output level 
are presented in Fig. 27. A DC supply loss of 30% can 
still maintain the + 13-dbm output. 
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POWER SUPPLY, v d c  
Fig. 26. limiting characteristics of X 30 
frequency mu Iti plier Fig, 27. Power supply variations versus 30-Mc output 
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Spurious RF leakoge Dynamic mn9.P Input 
signals, MI frequencies), both inputs 
VSWR for constant 
oulput, db 
290 - < 1.0 40 - < 1.10 0.89 
impedance, Harmonic 
distortion, % 
PV PV 
15 - < 1.0 2 0  5 1.10 0.73 
0.0 - < 1.0 - - 0.28 
0.0 - < 1.0 - - 1.01 
0.0 5 1.0 - - 1.20 
0.0 5 1.0 - - 1 .o 
The frequency multiplier was subjected to a tempera- 
ture environment from 0 to 50°C for 3 hr at each tem- 
perature point. The usable output suffers a 0.4-db 
degradation, as shown in Fig. 28. 
Variation of 
output with 
power supply 
variation of 
3 0 % .  % 
21.5 
20 
4.72 
7.44 
12.7 
6.83 
TEMPERATURE, O C  
Fig. 28. Temperature versus output 
c. Balanced mixers. Two balanced mixers and four 
VCOs have been modified by an external vendor. Per- 
formance data appear on Table 5. (See also S P S  37-27, 
Vol. 111, p. 92, and S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, p. 93.) 
d.  Module status. At this time, 73% of all the required 
modules are completed and installed. Of the remaining 
modules, 18.5% are awaiting test, with 6.8% in testing 
Short-term 
stability, 
partr/ 1 os 
1 .o 
1 .o 
3.0 
1 .o 
Module 
3.635-Mc 
balanced mixer 
35.075-Mc 
balanced mixer 
3 1.44-MC VCO 
31.84-Mc VCO 
35.075-MC VCO 
35.2-Mc VCO 
and 1.7% in development. The rubidium vapor frequency 
standard has been installed and has been operating con- 
tinuously for 1865 hr. 
3. S- and X-Band Interim Frequency Synthesizer 
a. Introduction. In September 1965, the S- and X-band 
interim central frequency synthesizer (ICFS) completed 
its first full year of operation. Reports on system perform- 
ance have been included regularly in Volume I11 of the 
S P S  under the “Venus Station Operations” section. In 
this report, the year’s activity on the ICFS is summarized; 
modifications and system problems are explained, and 
the current status of the system is described. 
b. Modifications. The original system diagram appears 
as Fig. 34 in SPS 37-30, Vol. 111, p. 65. In this same 
volume (pp. 63-66), it was noted that the 1-Mc crystal 
filter appeared to be causing excessive phase noise in the 
system. The filter was removed and development of a 
new filter was initiated. This development is nearing com- 
pletion and will be reported at a later date. 
The ICFS was further modified by the addition of a 
X4 multiplier from 1 to 4 Mc ( S P S  37-34, Vol. 111, p. 62). 
The 4-Mc signal was used in the programmed local oscil- 
lator (PLO) to offset the PLO nominal output frequency 
from 31.44 to 35.44 Mc (Fig. 29). This change was 
necessary in order to accommodate the Venus Station 
Mariner ZV encounter receiver ( S P S  37-33, Vol. 111, 
pp. 58-62). This work was completed on June 9, 1965. 
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Fig. 29. ICFS-PLO Mariner IV modification 
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The rubidium frequency standard in the ICFS uses its 
own DC power supply during normal operation. In addi- 
tion, standby batteries float across the DC line to provide 
full load current in the event of an AC power failure. 
The standby batteries should be capable of providing 
a 2-amp current at 24 to 28 v dc for 72 hr. The present 
nickel-cadmium batteries were evaluated ( S P S  3734, 
Vol. 111, p. 62) to determine their capability. These bat- 
teries were able to operate the rubidium standard for 
only 6 to 8 hr. A high voltage charge did not improve the 
situation. 
As a result of this evaluation, lead-acid standard cells 
were purchased to replace the nickel-cadmium cells. 
These new standby batteries are now being installed, 
and will be located in a separate enclosure outside of the 
Venus Station control room. Tests will be performed to 
determine their operating capability. 
c. System problems. The rubidium frequency standard 
in the ICFS exhibited excessive phase noise ( S P S  3732, 
Vol. 111, p. 66). A new standard with 100% solid-state 
electronics was introduced which improved performance; 
after an initial failure, this new unit has been operating 
satisfactorily. The original rubidium standard has also 
been modified to 100% solid-state electronics and is now 
operating satisfactorily at JPL as a system spare. 
In July 1965, phase noise variations occurring at 90-sec 
intervals were a problem of concern. This trouble was 
traced to the oven cycling of a 31.44-Mc VCO which 
was modulating the DC power line. Further investiga- 
tion disclosed that the remote sensing of the 30-v dc  
power supply was inoperative. These two problems were 
corrected, and the 90-sec phase noise variations dis- 
appeared. 
Two distribution amplifiers and the t 1 0 0  module 
exhibited excessive phase jitter. Shielded coils with loose 
tuning slugs and aging tantalum capacitors proved to 
be a source of this problem. The coil slugs were potted 
with silicon rubber or eliminated where possible, and the 
tantalum capacitors were replaced with ceramic capaci- 
tors. Correction of the system problems has eliminated 
the spurious and intermittent phase jitter conditions. 
d. Current system status. System performance tests 
were made in August 1965. The VCOs were all readjusted 
to center frequency to correct for crystal aging. The 
phase noise was measured for each phase-locked loop, 
and no unusual spurious noise was evident. 
Compared with that of one year ago, present phase 
noise shows some degradation in measured performance 
(Table 6). This degradation is not serious since it repre- 
sents only a 10 to 20% change in just two of the loops. 
The improvement in the 31.84-Mc loop is probably a 
result of the modification of the above-mentioned e100 
module. 
I I 
.Due to oscillators and synthesizers 
The synthesizer can now provide 55 output signals at 
16 different frequencies; at present, 37 signals are being 
used. 
e .  Conclusion. The system appears to be free from spu- 
rious and intermittent problems. The installation of new 
standby batteries should greatly improve the reliability 
of the system in the event of a power failure. Work is 
continuing on the 1-Mc crystal filter and the synthesizer 
itself to improve the measured phase noise of the system. 
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G. Information Systems 
I .  Teletype Coding Scheme Resulting From 
One-Wuy Teletype Error-Rute €xperiments 
Before an encoding and decoding scheme for ultra- 
reliable inter-DSN teletype usage (described in SPS  
64-68; and S P S  37-35, Vol. 111, pp. 71-76) could be 
adopted, the error characteristics of the inter-DSN tele- 
type channels had to be determined. This was recently 
accomplished, and a coding scheme has now been formu- 
lated. The encoding program has been written, and 
efforts on the decoding program are under way. 
37-33, VOl. 111, pp. 109, 110; SPS 37-34, VOl. 111, pp. 
a. One-way teletype error-rate experiments. These ex- 
periments consisted of sending two test messages (pseu- 
dorandom message tapes) daily to the overseas DSIF 
stations. Each message consisted of 3184 teletype char- 
acters, each having an odd parity to compensate for the 
character deleted by the communications processor at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center ( S P S  37-35). After their 
return by mail, the tapes were compared with the 
origina! message on an SDS (Scientific Data System) 930 
digital computer at the Goldstone Venus Station. The 
results of this comparison are given in Table 7. Since 
previous experiments had determined that, for the code 
length in question (15 teletype characters), the channels 
used do not exhibit any "burst" error characteristics, no 
burst data were included in the experiments. 
The overall character error rate was found to be 
3 X lo-' (129/413,920). The 10.' worst-case error rate 
found was in agreement with that of previous experi- 
ments. This worst-case error rate is that which is assumed 
in a theoretical analysis of code performance. A lo-' 
synchronization error rate with no burst characteristics 
was also found and, hence, had to be considered in the 
formulation of the coding scheme. 
As may be seen in Table 7, the bit error rates of the 
five teletype channels are essentially equal. The greater 
number of errors in Channels 4 and 5 noted previously 
( S P S  37-34) was not noted in these experiments. There 
was approximately the same number of bit errors in the 
1-0 and b l  classes (110 and 118, respectively); how- 
ever, as expected, on many tapes one or the other type 
of error predominated. This imbalance was not of suffi- 
VOL. 111 
cient magnitude to be considered in the coding scheme 
formulation. 
b. Coding scheme formuktion. The code chosen was 
the (15,9) Solomon-Mattson code over the 16-element 
field, consisting of information and check characters. 
However, one of the information characters is a syn- 
chronization symbol, Only the first four teletype levels are 
used for information, and the fifth is used as parity on the 
first four (as is done when using the present telemetry tele- 
type system, which, however, does not use the Goddard 
processor). This code has a minimum distance of 7 and 
is thus capable of correcting three character errors in one 
word of length 15. However, due to equipment complex- 
ity and for reliability purposes, it was decided to correct 
single errors only and to repeat the operation if more 
than one error is found. The code can then detect all 
quintuple errors, eliminating the possibility of these or 
smaller errors being confused with single errors. Since 
the possible presence of mis-synchronization must be 
considered, it is planned to correct single synchronization 
errors in the absence of a character error and to correct 
single character errors in the absence of a synchroniza- 
tion error. All other types of errors which are present 
will be detected in the process, and repeat transmission 
will then be requested. 
Due to the mathematical properties of the (15,9) code, 
a quintuple error-synchronization error combination 
which would cause incorrect decoding of a word (i.e., 
confusion with a single error) would be rare. In fact, the 
worst-case output-word error probability using this code 
is less than IO-'". 
For the teletype link from the DSIF to JPL, a higher 
error rate is believed tolerable; therefore, a similar code, 
but one with less redundancy, has been chosen for this 
mode of operation. This, a (15,ll) code, yields a worst- 
case error probability of lo-*. 
The decoding scheme for the (15,9) code takes a 0.5-sec 
worst-case running time and a 10-msec average running 
time on an SDS 930 computer. Since the length-15 coded 
teletype word requires 2.5 sec at a 30-bit/sec rate, real- 
time operation can be realized even in the worst case. 
The probability that a repeat transmission will be re- 
quired is equivalent to the probability of a detected but 
uncorrected error and equals .01 in the worst case. 
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Erratum 
RUBIDIUM 
V4POR 
FREOUENCY 
CRYSTAL 
FILTER 
DISTRIBUTION 
AMPLIFIER 1 1 0 M s  1 
The following figure is a corrected version of Fig. 27, p. 92, of S P S  37-33, VOI. 111, 
M a y  30, 1965. 
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